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Abstract
Cognitive radio systems have been suggested as a method to improve spectrum utilization
by detecting and accessing vacant spectrum. In such a network, sub-bands of a spectrum
are shared by licensed (primary) and unlicensed (secondary) users in that preferential
order. It is generally recognized that the spectral occupancy by primary users exhibit
dynamical spatial and temporal properties and hence the fundamental issue is to char-
acterize the sub-band spectrum occupancy in terms of probabilities. Given statistical
analysis of the frequency band of interest are available, it has been shown that adaptive
searching for white spaces could improve by 70% when compared to random searching.
In the open literature, there exist no accurate/ecient time-varying model representing
the spectrum occupancy that the wireless researchers could employ for evaluating new
algorithms and techniques designed for dynamic spectrum access (DSA). Therefore, the
objective is to propose an accurate and ecient analytic model that can be used to en-
hance the sensing operations.
Using real-time measurements conducted in dierent geographic locations, existing re-
search has validated that subchannel availability is suitably modeled as independent but
non identical (i.n.i.d.) Bernoulli variables characterized by pi, the probability of availabil-
ity of the ith subchannel. The magnitude of pi's could be extracted from sensed measure-
ments or a geolocation database. Based on the i.n.i.d. paradigm, we develop a predictive
model by probabilistically computing the distribution of the number of available subchan-
nels over a wide-band at a given time. However, the combinatorial complexity behind
the exact distribution computation alludes the need for accurate and ecient alternative
approaches that can support frequency bands with a large number of non-overlapping
subchannels. We propose 3 dierent techniques based on convolution, recursive, and hy-
brid convolution-recursive methods to resolve this complexity. We assess their eciency
by analyzing each algorithm's time complexity and further compare their performance
against existing models in the literature.
Moreover, knowing the availability of the channel's immediate neighbors can allow ef-
cient power management as well as prioritize channels allocation to secondary users.
Therefore, we categorize available channels into three dierent types based on the oc-
cupancy of its two adjacent channels then model their availability. Additionally, from
a network performance analysis perspective, predicting the count of available channels
has to be evaluated against the probability of detecting these channels within the same
i.n.i.d. framework. Respectively, we propose a novel approach to calculate the probability
of detecting multi-channels simultaneously. Finally, we validate the eectiveness of the
proposed models using several real-time measurements and further present 2 associated
applications where one features novel 2-Dimensional (time, freq) availability prediction.
Key words: Cognitive Radio, Energy Eciency, Modeling Techniques, Modeling Algo-
rithms, Spectrum Modeling
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Wireless communication systems have been exploited since the early days of radio commu-
nications under a xed spectrum management policy. Portions of the spectrum separated
by guard bands have been allocated to particular licensees over large geographical re-
gions, on a long term basis, and under protected status. Under this static regulatory
regime, the overwhelming proliferation of new operators, services and wireless technolo-
gies has resulted in the reduction of spectrum bands with commercially attractive radio
propagation characteristics. As a result, the Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) paradigm
based on the Cognitive Radio (CR) technology [1] has gained popularity, motivated by the
currently inecient utilization of spectrum already demonstrated by many spectrum mea-
surement campaigns performed all around the world [2{6]. The basic underlying principle
of DSA/CR is to allow unlicensed users to access in an opportunistic and non-interfering
manner some licensed bands temporarily unoccupied by licensed users. Unlicensed (sec-
ondary) DSA/CR terminals monitor the spectrum in order to detect spectrum gaps left
unused by licensed (primary) users and opportunistically transmit. Secondary unlicensed
transmissions are allowed according to this operating principle as long as they do not
result in harmful interference to the licensees. As a result of the opportunistic nature of
the DSA/CR principle, the behavior and performance of a network of DSA/CR nodes
depends on the primary spectrum occupancy pattern therefore realistic and accurate mod-
eling of such patterns becomes essential and extremely useful in the domain of DSA/CR
research. Models of spectrum use can nd applications in a wide variety of elds, rang-
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ing from analytical studies to the design, dimensioning and performance evaluation of
secondary networks, including the development of innovative simulation tools as well as
novel DSA/CR techniques.
Moreover, by properly exploiting spectrum opportunity models, performance of spectrum
sensing can be signicantly enhanced. Given a wide-band system, the primary user oc-
cupancy in the entire spectrum is very dicult to determine due to its time complexity,
as the larger the bandwidth to be scanned the higher will be the time needed for sensing.
Therefore, instead of sensing the frequency band of interest, one can exploit knowledge of
historical data to develop prediction models that can either select the most appropriate
portions of spectrum or advise whether it is feasible to perform sensing at a given time
and suggest alternative time. Hence, this reduces the need for exhaustive and extensive
sensing [3] [4].
1.1 Objectives and Motivation
There are several benets associated with estimating the likelihood of availability of a cer-
tain number of free channels, i.e. the probability that a count of channels are available:
Pr(Nf = r), and their conguration/location over a spectrum. It can provide a track-
able representation of the statistical properties of spectrum usage that can adequately be
employed in the analytical studies or implemented in simulation tools for the performance
evaluation of CR technologies. Moreover, this information can act as a pre-requisite for
performing further processing to establish the communication link. In this manner, we
can avoid unnecessary overhead calculations and processing in the scenarios where the
chances of establishing a link can satisfy the expected QoS. Modeling the number of avail-
able channels and their conguration also provides useful information to establish if the
constraints in terms of communication strategy can or cannot be met (e.g. FFT size that
the transceiver can process, number of pilots used for channel estimation, carrier aggre-
gation strategies/algorithms available to transceiver, etc.). If any of these constraints in
a transceiver imply that the expected number and conguration of the channels is not
suitable, we can avoid doing the unnecessary further processing involving sensing, channel
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estimation, spectrum aggregation, etc.
To date, most developed spectrum occupancy models, used in cognitive radio research,
rely on assumptions and oversimplications. For instance, most studies within spectrum
modeling assume that channel availability over any spectrum follows an independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Bernoulli sequence [7] [10]. Yet, real-time measure-
ments indicate that channel availability depends on the channel frequency/location [4],
which suggests that an i.n.i.d. model should be employed instead. This motivated us
to consider building accurate predictive models on spectrum availability. With the aid
of real-time energy-sensed measurements conducted over several bands in dierent geo-
graphic locations, we use detection threshold to extract the availability probability for
all subchannels of interest. We assume that these subchannels probability distributions
follow the i.n.i.d. model which has been extensively validated in [11] [12]. We employ
convolution, recursive, and hybrid convolution-recursive methods to develop accurate and
ecient techniques that facilitate the computation of the availability probability of r sub-
channels, P (Nf = r), where Nf denotes the number of available subchannels at any given
time instant. Furthermore, we discuss the impact of spectrum availability in network per-
formance in terms of detection probability and aggregate throughput. Additionally, as
an attempt to minimize interference to primary users, we propose to categorize available
subchannels into three dierent types, based on the occupancy of its two adjacent sub-
channels, then, probabilistically model their availability using the proposed hybrid model.
Finally, through computer simulations, we validate the eectiveness of our models using
the real time measurements, assess their eciency using algorithm time complexity anal-
ysis, and further demonstrate an application for spectrum availability modeling.
1.2 Fundamental Assumptions
The following assumptions were made in the context of channel probability modeling as
well as network performance analysis:
 In the entire spectrum, the channel occupancy is statistically independent, i.e., the
arrival of a primary user in one channel does not depend on the arrival of another
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primary user in any other channel at the same time instant. Therefore, channels
availability random variables are modeled as independent Bernoulli random vari-
ables. However, these availabilities are not necessarily identically distributed, i.e.,
the probability that the i-th channel is available is not necessarily the same as the
probability that the j-th channel being available. Moreover, although most studies
within modeling available spectrum assume that channel availability over any spec-
trum follows an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Bernoulli sequence,
extensive real-time spectrum measurement campaigns indicate that channel avail-
ability depends on the channel frequency/location and further suggests that an
i.n.i.d. model should be employed instead. This has motivated us to consider the
i.n.i.d. model in our research. This assumption is validated in Chapter 2.
 As an input for the modeling stage, we assume that channel availability probabilities
are known. These probabilities could be determined at a given location using two
schemes: 1) A data-driven approach where spectrum measurements for that location
are applied. It requires widespread measurements at low sensitivity thresholds and
may take a long time to complete. Furthermore, these measurements will have to be
repeated whenever the primary user's transmission characteristics, such as transmit
power, antenna height, license terms, etc., change. 2) A model-driven approach
where RF propagation models are employed to compute spectrum availability. Given
a transmitter's location, transmit power, antenna directionality, etc., these models
are used to estimate the received signal strength indication (RSSI) at any given
location [13{16]
 Reliable channel estimation relies on some kind of exchange of information between
transmitter and receiver (feedback channel, pilot symbols, etc.). This might be
particularly dicult to establish in a cognitive radio environment since primary users
are not supposed to modify their transmission due to the existence of secondary
users. Therefore, a more realistic assessment is to take into account imperfect
channel knowledge, where the statistics of channel coecients are estimated by the
secondary users without the presence of information exchange with the primary
transmitters [17{19].
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 Every white space device primarily relies on the database to determine the white
space availability. Hence, this results in a delay in the device learning about changes
in spectrum availability. Either the device will have to poll the database, or the
database will have to push updates to the device. This problem becomes worse
when the devices are mobile. If mobile, the device could have traveled some dis-
tance between the time it receives two subsequent spectrum updates. Throughout
our work, we focus mainly on xed channels, i.e., TV channels. Future work can ac-
commodate the mobility factor and consider adding protection range of the distance
to learn further about determining white spaces.
1.3 Thesis Structure and Outline
The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows:
 Chapter 2: "State-of-the-art Spectrum Modeling"
This chapter focuses on providing an overview of existing spectrum availability mod-
els as well as white spaces sensing techniques. Firstly, we illustrate some of the ex-
isting modeling approaches categorized as time-, frequency-, and space-dimension,
each of which describe the statistical properties of spectrum usage in the corre-
sponding domain. Secondly, we validate the i.n.i.d. model for channel availability
probabilities over two sets of real time measurements at two disparate geographic
locations using McNemar's and Pearson's Chi-square tests.
 Chapter 3: "Probabilistic Modeling of Spectrum Occupancy"
In a cognitive radio network, sub-bands of a spectrum are shared by licensed (pri-
mary) and unlicensed (secondary) users in that preferential order. It is generally
recognized that the spectral occupancy by primary users exhibit dynamic spatial
and temporal properties and hence it is a fundamental issue to characterize the
spectrum occupancy in terms of probability. With the sub-band free probabilities
being available, an analytical model is proposed for spectrum occupancy in a cog-
nitive network. To reduce the computational complexity of the actual distribution
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of total number of free sub-bands, we employ convolution, recursive and hybrid
convolution-recursive techniques and develop ecient algorithms. Furthermore, we
characterize certain types of free channels based on the occupancy of its adjacent
channels. Then, the probability distribution of each type subband is computed.
 Chapter 4: "Network Performance Analysis and Potential Applications"
In this chapter, we consider a multi-channel joint detection framework in which a
technique takes into account the detection of primary users across multiple channels.
In addition, we present the impact of the modeling on network performance and
propose an ecient approach to determine the probability of detecting multiple
channels simultaneously. Furthermore, we evaluate the accuracy and eciency of
our proposed models and compare them to the ones proposed in the state-of-art.
Finally, we illustrate 2 applications associated with the use of the modeling.
 Chapter 5: "Conclusions"
This chapter provides a conclusive summary and puts into perspectives the nu-
merous insights and ndings that have been obtained from the previous chapters.
Furthermore, deeper focus on QoS aspects of the proposed applications as well as
open issues on propagated error are discussed and future work directions on this
topic are proposed.
1.4 Overview of Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
 Modeling of spectrum occupancy: 3 models that enable to reduce the computational
complexity of the actual distribution of total number of available channels based on
the i.n.i.d paradigm.
 Categorization of certain types of free channels based on the occupancy of their
neighbor channels.
 A multi-channel joint detection framework is presented with respect to the network
performance where the probability of detecting multi-channels simultaneously has
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been derived.
 Performance of the modeling: The proposed models show Furthermore, 2 applica-
tions associated with the use of the modeling are illustrated. One features novel
2-Dimensional (time, freq) availability modeling.
1.5 Publications
The research carried out during the course of this PhD has resulted in the following pub-
lications:
1. A. Akbari, M.A. Imran, R. Hoshyar, A. Amich, and R. Tafazolli, "Average Energy
Eciency Contours with Multiple Decoding Policies," IEEE Comm. letters, vol. 15, n.
5, 506-508, May 2011.
2. A. Amich, M.A. Imran, R. Tafazolli and P. Cheraghi, "Accurate and Ecient Algo-
rithms for Cognitive Radio Modeling Applications under the i.n.i.d. Paradigm," IEEE
Transactions on Vehicular Technology, vol. PP, no. 99, pp. 1, March 2014.
Chapter 2
State-of-the-art Spectrum Modeling
The basic idea behind development of opportunistic spectrum access technologies such
as cognitive radio is to increase the spectral utilization. This goal can be achieved by
identifying and utilizing the spectrum holes; given the, the conventional denition of
spectrum hole: a band of frequencies that are not being used by the licensed user of
that band at a particular time in a particular geographical area [20]. Hence, based on
this denition, identifying spectrum holes requires exploitation of three dimensions of
frequency, time and space by the spectrum sensing device. In other words, the main
task of any spectrum sensing device is to determine if the frequency band of interest is
occupied by the licensed user during a time slot within a certain geographical area [21].
Spectrum modeling depends solely on spectrum sensing. For example, in order to evaluate
the performance of statistically modeling spectrum holes, one has to refer to spectrum
sensing. Therefore, in this chapter we provide an overview of existing spectrum sensing
techniques as well as spectrum availability modeling approaches.
2.1 Spectrum Sensing Techniques
In what follows, rstly, we will consider the original problem of local narrow-band spec-
trum sensing and provide a comprehensive study of existing solutions and secondly, the
concept of local sub-band sensing is considered along with the state-of-the-art sub-band
spectrum sensing algorithms.
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2.1.1 Narrow-Band Spectrum Sensing
The general problem of spectrum sensing can be modelled as the binary hypothesis test-
ing with hypothesizes: H0, when the frequency band of interest is vacant and no other
users is utilising this frequency band; and H1, when the frequency band of interest is oc-
cupied by other users and not available for opportunistic usage. Therefore, this problem
mathematically reads as:
H0 : y(t) = v(t);
H1 : y(t) = s(t) + v(t);
(2.1)
where y(t) denotes the received signal at the spectrum sensing device, v(t) is the Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with zero mean, and s(t) represents the signal transmit-
ted by the existing active users. Hence, based on 2.1 spectrum sensing techniques can
be evaluated through two classical metrics, namely probability of detection (PD) and
probability of the false alarm (PFA).
Mathematically, the probability of false alarm is dened by [22]
PFA , Pr
0@T  jH0
1A (2.2)
where T denotes the test statistics and  is the detection threshold. As it can be observed
from 2.2, PFA reects the probability of an event where the spectrum sensing device
reports an alarm when the signal is actually not being transmitted.
While, probability of detection is dened by
PD , Pr
0@T  jH1
1A (2.3)
From 2.3 it can be concluded that PD reects the probability of an event where the
spectrum sensing device reports an alarm when the signal is indeed there. Spectrum
sensing problem explained in 2.1 has been quite well investigated in the literature, for
which there are many approaches reported. In general, the existing spectrum sensing
approaches can be divided into three main categories:
 Exploiting the energy dierence.
 Exploiting the stationarity dierence.
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 Exploiting the distribution dierence.
In the following sections each of the above categories is explained and compared in detail.
2.1.2 Exploiting Energy Dierence
The spectrum sensing approaches which fall into this category make a decision based
on the estimated energy of the received signal at the spectrum sensing device. The
most well-known spectrum sensing approach developed under this category is the energy
detection [22].
Energy Detection

Figure 2.1: Flow chart of conventional energy detection.

Figure 2.2: Flow chart of frequency domain energy detection.
Energy detection (radiometer) is the simplest spectrum sensing approach introduced in
the literature [22{25]. Due to its low computational complexity it is also the most com-
mon technique used in practice. This approach can be thought of as a blind spectrum
sensing approach since it does not require a priori knowledge of the signal being detected.
Therefore, it is robust to variation of the signal being detected and thus it is known as
the optimal detector in the case where we assume absolutely no deterministic knowledge
about the signals being detected. Figure 2.1 and 2.2 show block diagrams of the en-
ergy detection algorithm. As it can be observed this technique can be implemented in
either frequency or time domain. It is worth mentioning that the conventional energy
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detection is implemented in time domain, while the frequency domain version was later
introduced for sub-band [26] purposes. Frequency domain energy detection is usually used
to simultaneously detect the vacancy of several sub-bands, i.e., lter bank based energy
detection [26].
The test statistics TED for time domain energy detection is given by
TED =
1
N
N 1X
s=0
jy(n)j2 (2.4)
where y(n) and N represents the sampled received signal and the observation length re-
spectively. While the test statistics in frequency domain energy detection is also cal-
culated as 2.4, with a minor dierence that it is a function of ~y = FNNy, given
that FNN denotes an N  N Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) matrix and y =
[y(0); y(1); :::; y(N   1)]T .
Using central limit theorem [27] it can be observed that the alternative hypothesis testing
in 2.1 for energy detection can be expressed as [28]
lim
N!1

8<: v2; H0(s2 + v2); H1 (2.5)
where v
2 and s
2 denote the noise and signal variance respectively. As it can be observed
from 2.5 the energy dierence which exists between the two hypotheses can be used as a
metric for performing spectrum sensing. Thus, the availability of the frequency band of
interest using energy detection approach can be determined using
TED
H1
7
H0
ED (2.6)
where ED denotes the energy detection threshold. It is clear from 2.5 and also from the
derivations in [22] and [28] that the threshold value is directly proportional to the noise
power. Thus, it can be concluded that the energy detection approach requires accurate
knowledge of the noise power, specically in low SNR values, in order to deliver a reliable
performance.
However, noise power estimation error is unavoidable in practical systems, hence, this will
give rise to a phenomenon called noise uncertainty [22] [28].
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
Figure 2.3: The SNR wall phenomenon.
Energy Detection Under Noise Uncertainty
In most communication systems noise is an aggregation of various independent sources,
i.e. thermal noise, interference due to nearby unintended emissions, etc. Thanks to
the central limit theorem [27], one can assume that noise at the receiver is a Gaussian
random variable. We should bear in mind that the error due to this assumption will
tend to zero as 1p
N
, where N is the number of independent random variables being
summed up. In a practical scenario N is usually moderate therefore this error can not
be neglected, especially in low SNR environments. For some constant K the error due to
this assumption can be modeled as [27]:
jFv(x) N (x)j  kp
N
(2.7)
where Fv(x) denotes the actual noise distribution and N (x) denotes a zero mean Gaussian
distribution. Nevertheless, most detectors operate under the assumption of the received
noise being Gaussian. The other main factors causing noise uncertainty is the temperature
variations at the receiver which leads to inaccurate noise power measurements. Hence,
it can be concluded that if the SNR at the spectrum sensing device is suciently low,
there would be enough uncertainty in the noise to render the energy detection useless.
Consider the case with noise uncertainty factor U , since the energy detector only sees the
the energy, distribution for the noise uncertainty can be summarized in a single interval
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v
2 = [(1=U)n
2; U2n].
It is further proved in [9] that as the observation length is increased, i.e., N ! 1, the
minimum operating SNR in which the energy detection can operate desirably will converge
to SNR # (U   (1=U)). This introduces a phenomenon called "SNR wall". SNR wall of a
spectrum sensing device is dened as the maximal SNR such that for any SNR  SNRwall
detection is impossible for that particular detector.
The SNR wall for energy detector can be expressed as:
SNRwall =
U2   1
U
(2.8)
In the last four decades since the publication of [22], many solutions have been devel-
oped to make energy detection more robust in terms of SNR wall (e.g. [29{31]), yet the
noise uncertainty problem in spectrum sensing approaches based on the energy dierence
still exists. Hence, small noise power estimation error can result in signicant perfor-
mance loss [32]. Consequently the noise power has to be estimated dynamically. This
is done by separating the noise and signal subspaces using multiple signal classication
algorithm [33]. Noise variance estimated by using the value of the smallest eigenvalue of
the incoming signals autocorrelation. In [34] an iterative algorithm is proposed to nd
the near optimum threshold value. The performance of energy detection technique over
various fading channel models has been investigated in [25], where it is shown that fading
channels can have a detrimental eect on the performance of the energy detection based
spectrum sensing.
2.1.3 Exploiting Stationarity Dierence
Stationarity is dened as a quality of a process in which the statistical parameters of the
process do not change with time [35]. The spectrum sensing approaches which fall into
this category exploit the various stationarity dierence which exists between the noise
and signal. In what follows the state-of-the-art spectrum sensing approaches which fall
into this category are explained in detail.
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
Figure 2.4: Flow chart of second order cyclostaionary based detection technique.
Second Order Cyclostationarity Detection
The initial works of spectrum sensing through stationarity dierence can be traced back
to work of Dandawate et. al. in [36], where second order cyclostionarity is employed.
Cyclostationarity detection is based on exploiting the cyclostationarity feature of the
received signal [37, 38]. This feature is caused by periodicity in the statistics of the
transmitted signal which could be a result of modulation, coding or intentionally to assist
spectrum sensing [39{41]. Process y(n) is considered sub sense cyclostationary process if
y = E[y(n)] = E[y(n) + P] (2.9)
and
Ry(n) = E
h
y(n)y  (n+ )
i
= E
h
y(n+ P)y  (n+ P + )
i (2.10)
8n;  2 Z The smallest value of P for which 2.9 and 2.10 hold is called the period. Being
periodic, Ry(n) follows Fourier Series expansions over cyclic frequencies with the set of
cycles A := [{ = k=P; k = 0; 1; :::;P  1]. Hence, the Fourier coecients also called cyclic
auto correlations are related to Ry() using
R^{y () = 1=P
P 1X
n=0
Ry() exp j2{n (2.11)
As it can be observed from 2.11 the cyclic autocorrelation function at a given cyclic fre-
quency determines the correlation between spectral components of the signal separated
in frequency by an amount of 1=P, hence, given sucient observation length the cyclic
autocorrelation function of cyclostationary signals is nonzero only for set of cycles which
fall in the set A. Thus, one can determine the vacancy of the frequency band of interest
by analyzing the cyclic autocorrelation function of the received signal [36], i.e. using the
second order cyclostationary feature. More interestingly, cyclostionarity based detection
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can be employed to dierentiate dierent types of signals [42]. Figure 2.4 illustrates the
block diagram of a second order cyclostationarity based detection technique.
In the above procedures it has been assumed that the cyclic frequency is known at the
receiver. However, this assumption may not be reasonable when the spectrum sensing
device is required to perform sensing in a sub spectrum band. Since, the sensing device
may not have knowledge of the period of all the users operating and storing these infor-
mation covering the whole geographical area in which the sensing device (specically for
non stationary users) requires connection to an accurate location aided database. Thus,
an exhaustive search is required to determine the operating cyclic frequencies. This will
increase the complexity of the detector signicantly and furthermore the detector will
loss the ability of distinguishing between the signal and the interference which also have
cyclic characteristics. It is shown in [36, 40] that the cyclostationarity based scheme can
trade latency with high sensing reliability. Furthermore, It is less sensitive to the noise
uncertainty provided the knowledge of signals cyclic frequency [43].
Covariance Based Detection

Figure 2.5: Flow chart of covariance based detection.
To overcome the requirement of cyclic frequency information in cyclostationary based
detection while not suering from the noise uncertainty problem which exists with energy
detection, the covariance based detection was introduced [44]. This spectrum sensing
method, as the name implies, is based on the estimated covariance matrix of the received
signal, and utilizes the correlation which exists in the transmitted signal to determine
the vacancy/occupancy of the frequency band of interest. Hence, it is proved to be very
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eective when the transmitted signal is highly correlated [44,45].
The correlation of the received signal samples can be due to many factors, e.g., modu-
lation, multi-path fading, multiple receivers or can be intentionally introduced by over-
sampling at the spectrum sensing device [46], while the noise samples are independent.
Moreover, since the covariance matrix of noise is determined by the receiving lter at the
receiver its structure is known to the spectrum sensing device, allowing us to dierentiate
the two hypothesis in 2.1 [47].
Consider L to be the number of consecutive samples used for estimation the covariance
matrix, i.e.,
y(n) = [y(n)y(n  1):::y(n  L+ 1)]T ; (2.12)
hence, the estimated covariance matrices can be expressed as
lim
L!1
Cy = Cs + v
2IL (2.13)
where
Cs = E[s(n)s  (n)] (2.14)
Cy = E[y(n)y  (n)] (2.15)
IL denotes an LL identity matrix and s(n) = [s(n)s(n 1):::s(n L+1)]T . Given that
the noise samples are uncorrelated based on 2.13, it can be concluded that considering
the H0 scenario in 2.1, if the signal s(t) is not present, i.e., when Cs = 0, the o-diagonal
elements of Cy are all zero. On the other hand, if the signal s(n) is present, i.e., H1
hypothesis in 2.1, Cy will no longer be a diagonal matrix due to the correlation between
the s(n) samples, resulting in o diagonal elements. Hence, the vacancy of the frequency
band of interest can be determined based on the sum value of the o-diagonal elements.
Based on [44], an eective test statistic for this purpose would be TCD =
T1
T2
where
T1 = 1=L
L 1
lim
n=0
L 1
lim
m=0
jcm;nj (2.16)
T2 = 1=L
L 1
lim
n=0
jcn;nj (2.17)
given that cm;n denote the element of the matrix Cy at the mth row and nth column.
Considering the H0 scenario, TCD = 1 while givenH1 hypothesis TCD > 1. However,
this is based on the assumption that L ! 1, which is not a practical assumption,
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hence in order to make a reliable decisionTCD should be compared to a threshold value
which is function of observation length and the required PFA. Details of the threshold
setting can be found in [44]. It should be noted that the performance of the covariance
based detection is highly dependent on the correlation of the received signal hence, in
the extreme case where the received sample are Independent and Identically Distributed
(i.i.d.) this spectrum sensing approach will fail.
Eigenvalue Based Detection

Figure 2.6: Block diagram of Eigenvalue based detection technique.
Following the development of the covariance based spectrum sensing approach the eigen-
value based detection was introduced in [46{49]. The eigenvalue based detection scheme
exploits orthogonality between the signal subspace and noise subspace using covariance
matrix, i.e., second order stationarity features, to oer highly reliable spectrum sens-
ing [46].
Hence, based on this approach the vacancy of the frequency band of interest is determined
based on the uctuation of the eigenvalues [35] of the covariance matrix, and hence many
test statistics have been proposed to eciently utilize this uctuation [46{49].
Amongst the well known test statistics for eigenvalue based detection is the ratio of the
maximum to minimum eigenvalues [46]. Let %min and %max denote the minimum and the
maximum eigenvalues of the covariance matrix Cy, respectively, hence, the availability of
the spectrum can be determined using
TEV =
%max
%min
H1
7
H0
EV (2.18)
In [46], the asymptotic statistical characteristics of %min and %max under H0 have been
investigated and furthermore, closed from expression of the decision threshold ED for a
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given probability of false alarm has been provided.
An other popular test statistic used in eigenvalue based detection is the ratio of the
maximum eigenvalue to the average eigenvalue, i.e, TEV =
%max
%min
, where
% = 1=L
L 1
lim
l=0
%l (2.19)
The asymptotic threshold value of the above test statistic is provided in [46]. However,
like covariance based detection, the eigenvalue based detection will fail if and only if
Cs = sIL i.e., the received signal samples are i.i.d. . However, the correlation be-
tween the received signal can be forced with employment of multiple receive antennas or
oversampling.
Matched Filtering
Matched ltering is known to be the optimum method for detecting signals when the
transmitted signals air interface is completely known to the sensing device [50]. The
main advantage of matched ltering is low latency and computational complexity. Match
ltering requires a very short time to achieve the desired probability of false alarm or
probability of detection as compared to all the existing detection methods while intro-
ducing a linear complexity even in a very low SNR environment since it maximize the
received SNR at the sensing device [50]. On the other hand the shortcoming of the match
ltering technique is that the spectrum sensing device needs to demodulate the received
signal prior to determine the vacancy of the frequency band of interest. Hence it will
introduce to main concerns 1) requiring a perfect knowledge of the transmitted signals
signaling feature, 2) security issue, since this allows the spectrum sensing device to have
access to the transmitted message.
Since the spectrum sensing device should be able to detect all the possible signals trans-
mitted within the bandwidth of interest, the implementation complexity of such detection
technique is impractically large, due to perfect knowledge of all the available signaling
information of users [51]. One of the other disadvantages of match ltering is large power
consumption as all the possible receiver algorithms needs to be executed for spectrum
availability decision making.
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Pilot Based Match Filtering Detection

Figure 2.7: Block diagram of the pilot based detection technique.
In practical communication systems, pilots are usually transmitted periodically for time or
frequency synchronization applications, channel estimation, etc. These pilots, if known to
the spectrum sensing device, can be utilized for coherent detection of the transmitted sig-
nal with the aid of match ltering. Therefore, it works even under a very low SNR region.
Furthermore, it has lower complexity and latency than statistics based cyclostationary
and covariance based detection while overcoming the noise uncertainty problem. More-
over, it does not require demodulation of the transmitted signal as the conventional match
ltering since orthogonal to the data and can be considered independently. Therefore,
pilot based coherent detection is always one of the preferred spectrum sensing schemes in
practice.
In the scenarios where the pilot structure is known to the spectrum sensing device the
optimum detection technique would be match ltering. Therefore, the test metric can be
expressed as:
TPM = E
n
y(n)sp  (n)
o
(2.20)
where sp  (n) denotes the known pilot signal. Hence, a decision can be made using,
TPM
H1
7
H0
PM , where PM denotes the threshold value to satisfy the required proba-
bility of false alarm.
In 2.20 perfect synchronization between the sensing device and the transmitter is assumed,
while this condition is not feasible in practice. Hence, the sensing device has to perform
an exhaustive search to nd the timing oset which maximizes the TPM value. Recently,
various robust pilot-based coherent detection schemes have been proposed for spectrum
sensing applications [52{54] .
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2.1.4 Exploiting The Distribution Dierence
Given that in almost all communication system models, noise is assumed to be additive
white and Gaussian, one can determine the vacancy of a particular frequency band by
observing the dierence of the received signals distribution and that of the AWGN. Based
on this feature a number of well known spectrum sensing algorithms have been proposed,
which are explained in this section.
Entropy Based Detection

Figure 2.8: Flow chart of entropy based detection.
In information theory, entropy is a measure of the uncertainty associated with a dis-
crete random variable. The term by itself usually refers to the Shannon entropy, which
quanties the information conveyed in a message [55]. Recently, entropy based detection
approaches have been employed for spectrum sensing applications [56,57]. Entropy based
spectrum sensing can be thought of an approach which exploits the distribution dierence
in order to determine the vacancy of the frequency band of interest.
In order to allow robustness to noise uncertainty issue, the entropy based detection makes
a decision based on the estimated entropy of the measured signal in the frequency domain
with the probability space partitioned into xed dimensions. This is due the fact that
the entropy of the received signal in the time domain is related to the signal power and
is sensitive to noise uncertainty [56]. Hence, the test statistic for this spectrum sensing
approach can be expressed as [57]
TEB =  
L 1
lim
i=0
log
Ki
N
H1
7
H0
EB (2.21)
where L denotes the dimension of probability space, N is the number of Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) points, Ki is the total number of occurrences at the i
th probability state,
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and EB is the threshold value used for decision making. Assuming that the estimated
noise entropy follows a Gaussian distribution, the value of EB can be easily calculated
based on the desired PFA and value of L [57]. However, the entropy based detection
will fail to deliver accurate results, when the transmitted signals also follow a Gaussian
distribution and since the convergence to normality could be extremely slow, this approach
will require relatively high observation length. However, this would is in contradiction to
achieving channel capacity, which benet from Gaussian noise like transmit signals.
Kurtosis Based Detection

Figure 2.9: Flow chart of kurtosis based detection.
In statistics, kurtosis is a descriptor of the shape of a probability distribution, i.e., it is
a measure of the peakedness of the probability. Hence, the kurtosis based detection was
introduced to exploit the non-Gaussianity of communication signals in order to determine
the availability of the frequency band of interest [58, 59]. For example for randomly
occurring signals that produce non Gaussian distributions, the kurtosis estimate can be
less than 3 or it can have a value much greater.
This scheme features excellent accuracy at the price of large latency due to higher order
statistics. A critical point is that the sensing performance degrades signicantly when
signals are approximately Gaussian. Kurtosis is dened by the ratio of the expected value
of the fourth-order central moment and the square of the expected value of the second-
order central moment. Hence, the test statistic of the kurtosis based detection can be
formulated as
TKB =
E
h
(y(n)  y)4
i
E
h
(y(n)  y)2
i2 H17H0 KB (2.22)
This scheme features excellent accuracy at the price of high computational complexity due
to higher-order statistics. Furthermore, the convergence to normality could be extremely
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slow, and the sample estimate of the kurtosis can deviate substantially from its true value
even with a large number of observations. Thus, for moderate sample sizes which is a
prerequisite for any spectrum sensing device, the kurtosis test cannot be expected to be
accurate.
2.1.5 Summary of The Narrow-Band Spectrum Sensing Approaches
In the above discussion, we have introduced various state-of-the-art narrow-band spec-
trum sensing techniques. As explained, various spectrum sensing techniques have dierent
advantages/disadvantages and hence are applicable in dierent sensing scenarios. In gen-
eral, the existing spectrum sensing approaches can be divided into three main categories:

Figure 2.10: Summary of the state-of-the-art local narrow-band spectrum sensing ap-
proaches.
 Exploiting the energy dierence. The most well-known spectrum sensing approach
developed under this category is the energy detection [22]. The energy detection
is recognized as a blind sensing scheme with advantages such as low complexity
and low latency. However, it is very sensitive to the noise uncertainty such that
its performance is limited by the SNR wall [28]. In the last four decades since the
publication of [22], many solutions have been developed to make energy detection
more robust in terms of SNR wall (e.g. [29{31]), yet the noise uncertainty problem
in spectrum sensing approaches based on the energy dierence still exists.
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 Exploiting the stationarity dierence. The initial works of spectrum sensing through
stationarity dierence can be traced back to work of Dandawate et. al. in [36], where
second order cyclostionarity is employed. The cyclostationarity based scheme can
trade latency with high sensing reliability. It is less sensitive to the noise uncertainty
provided the knowledge of signals cyclic frequency [43]. To overcome the require-
ment of cyclic frequency in cyclostationary based detection while not suering from
the noise uncertainty problem which exists with energy detection, the covariance
based detection was introduced [44]. This spectrum sensing method, utilizes the cor-
relation which exists in the transmitted signal to determine the vacancy/occupancy
of the frequency band of interest. However, the performance of this approach de-
grades dramatically as the correlation of the transmitted signal decreases. Matched
ltering is known to be the optimum method for detecting signals when the trans-
mitted signals air interface is completely known to the sensing device [50]. The
main advantage of matched ltering is low latency and computational complexity.
However, this approach requires perfect synchronizations between the transmitter
and the spectrum sensing device. Matched-ltering pilot based detection, given
the knowledge of pilot symbols and reasonably good timing and frequency synchro-
nizations, exploits the cyclostationary property of the pilot symbols, to deliver fast
and reliable sensing. The eigenvalue-based detection scheme exploits orthogonal-
ity between the signal subspace and noise subspace using second order stationarity
features to oer highly reliable spectrum sensing [46]. However, it often needs the
support of multiple antennas, and the subspace decomposition costs cubic complex-
ity.
 Exploiting the distribution dierence. Given that in almost all communication sys-
tem models, noise is assumed to be additive white and Gaussian, one can determine
the vacancy of a particular frequency band by observing the dierence of the re-
ceived signals distribution and that of the AWGN. An example of such approaches
would be the kurtosis-type scheme, which exploits the non-Gaussianity of commu-
nication signals [58, 59]. This scheme features excellent accuracy at the price of
large latency due to higher-order statistics. A critical point is that the sensing per-
formance degrades signicantly when signals are approximately Gaussian. Entropy
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based spectrum sensing can be thought of an approach which also benets from this
property [56], where the probability space is partitioned into xed dimensions and
the Shannon entropy is employed as the information measure of the received signal
as the test statistic.
2.1.6 Sub-Band Level Spectrum Spectrum Sensing
With increase in the spectrum utilization, spectrum scarcity increases. This would call
for spectrum sensing techniques that adopt an architecture to simultaneously search over
multiple frequency sub-bands at a time, while meeting the mandatory requirements of
spectrum sensing, i.e., 1) low latency, 2) high reliability and 3) low complexity.
However, the literature of sub-band spectrum sensing is rather limited at this time. In this
section we will provide a system model for sub-band level spectrum sensing and further
explain the state-of-the-art sub-band level spectrum sensing techniques in detail.
Sub-Band Level Spectrum Sensing System Model
Consider a communication system operating over a sub-band channel that is divided
into K non-overlapping sub-bands, e.g., multi-carrier systems. However, in a particular
geographical region within a certain time frame only l number of the sub-bands are utilized
by the users, where l < K. Thus, (K  l) sub-bands are available for opportunistic access.
The essential task of the spectrum sensing device is to determine the availability of these
(K   l) sub-bands.
Let y(n) denote the received sub-band signal at the spectrum sensing device. Hence:
y(n) =
K 1
lim
k=0
ksk(n) + v(n) (2.23)
where q is the indicator function which denotes the presence of the transmitted signal q.
The opportunistic user needs to determine which of the spectrum bands are unoccupied,
in order to utilize them eciently. Based on 2.23 a number of solutions were proposed in
the literature which are fully explained in the following sections.
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Filter-Bank Based Spectrum Sensing
The Filter-bank architecture allows sub-band sensing with the aid of multiple narrow
band, band-pass lters [26,60]. Filter banks are often implemented based on a prototype
lter. The prototype lter is a lowpass lter that is also used to realize the rst sub-band
of the lter bank. Other bands are realized through repetition of the prototype lter.
Hence, all the N sub-bands of interest share the same structure.
The implementation of an spectral estimator that uses a lter bank for signal analysis is as
follows: 1) the input process is passed through a bank of lters and 2) the output power of
each lter is measured as an estimate of the spectral power over the associated sub-bands
and nally the vacancy of each sub-band is determined based on the estimated power of
that particular sub-band. However, like conventional energy detection this approach will
face the noise uncertainty problem.
It is shown in [60] that the lter bank based spectrum sensing performs signicantly better
in lter bank-based multi-carrier communication systems, since the same lters can be
utilized for sensing purposes. Hence, in such systems, channel sensing is done at virtually
no cost. This is only possible given that all the users within the geographical area of
interest share the same air-interface and furthermore the opportunistic user also employs
the same air interface. However, in a more general case where users may have dierent
signaling format the lter-bank approach will result in increased number of components
and energy consumption.
Joint Multi-Band Detection
In order to improve the performance of the lter bank detection the joint multiband de-
tection, was proposed in [61]. This approach jointly optimizes a bank of multiple narrow
band detectors to improve the aggregate opportunistic throughput of the opportunistic
users while limiting the interference to the existing users. In particular, the joint multi-
band detection reformulates the original problem of subband spectrum sensing into a class
of optimization problems, where the objective is to maximize the aggregate opportunistic
throughput in an interference-limited network given the opportunistic rate and interfer-
ence penalty on each sub-band are known to the spectrum sensing device. Hence, the
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optimization problem can be summarized by [61]
maxrT
h
1  PFA()
i
K 1X
i=0
ci
h
1  PDi(i)
i
 "j ; j = 1; 2; :::; J
PFA()  h
1  PD()
i
(2.24)
where r = [r1; r2; :::; rK ]
T is a vector with the throughput achievable over all K sub-
bands,  = [1; 2; :::; K ]
T is the vector denoting the threshold value for all sub-bands,
1    = [1   1; 1   2; :::; 1   K ]T and  = [1; 2; :::; K ]T are the minimum limit
for opportunistic spectral utilization required from the spectrum sensing device and the
upper limit for the interference introduced by the opportunistic users, respectively.
Hence, the threshold setting in this approach is in a such a way to rstly assure that
the sub-band with a higher opportunistic rate has a higher threshold . In other words
reduce PFA for the corresponding sub-band to ensure best possible use by the oppor-
tunistic users. Secondly, the higher priority sub-band, i.e., sub-bands carrying important
messages, have a lower threshold resulting in smaller PD in order to prevent opportunistic
users interference. Finally, a little compromise on the subbands carrying less important
information which might boost the opportunistic rate considerably. Thus, in the determi-
nation of the optimal threshold for each sub-band, it is necessary to balance the channel
conditions, the opportunistic throughput, and the relative priority of each sub-band. It
has been shown in [61] that the joint multi-band detection can improve the performance of
the lter-bank spectrum sensing signicantly, and that the performance of this approach
can be improved considerably by further exploiting the spatial diversity, i.e., cooperation
between the spectrum sensing devices.
However, this technique requires the knowledge of noise power and the squared values
of the channel frequency responses, which makes this approach only practical in xed
wireless networks, i.e., TV broadcast bands.
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Sequential Multi-Band Detection
In, [62] a sequential detection scheme has been developed for multi-band spectrum sensing.
This approach employs a bank of sequential probability ratio tests [63], i.e., one per
sub-band. The sequential probability ratio test has a very simple structure where the
likelihood ratio of the observed samples is tested against two thresholds. The sequential
probability is known to minimize the average sample number amongst all detectors given
the PD and PFA requirements of the system. Hence, this algorithm can be particularly
useful in delay sensitive applications. The hypothesis testing for this approach for the kth
sub-band can be expressed as8>>><>>>:
T kSM  logAk; Hk0
T kSM  logBk; Hk1
logBk  T kSM  logAk; take next sample
(2.25)
where the test statistic TSM is the likelihood ratio estimated from the received signal
and the threshold values are related to the false alarm probability and the miss detection
probability, i.e., [63]
Ak  PD
k
PFAk
&Bk  1  PD
k
1  PFAk (2.26)
However, the key challenge associated with this detector is that the parallel sequential
probability tests do not yield the same sample sizes. This is due to the fact that the
observation length is variable which depends on the random received signal. Thus, the
overall sensing delay will be considered as the largest detection delay among those of the
parallel detectors, until the set of bands that can support the requested rate is discovered.
Wavelet Based Detection

Figure 2.11: Block diagram of the wavelet based detection technique.
The wavelet based spectrum sensing is able to perform sub-band sensing with the aid of
edge detection [64,65]. Assuming that the power spectral characteristic is smooth within
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each sub-band but exhibits a discontinuous change between adjacent sub-bands, wavelet
based detection has been proposed to identify and locate the spectrum holes by exploiting
the irregularities within the estimated Power Spectral Density (PSD) [35] with the aid
of the wavelet transform, an attractive mathematical tool for analysing singularities and
irregular structures of signals. Wavelet based detection has proved useful for fast coarse
spectrum sensing based on a number of non-stationary samples, by making use of the
signals non-stationarity features.
The wavelet based detection has been developed under four main assumptions: 1) The
total bandwidth for detection is known to the spectrum sensing device , 2) The number
of licensed users are unknown to the spectrum sensing device, 3) The PSD of all occupied
sub-band is smooth and almost at, 4) The noise is AWGN, i.e., noise process has a at
PSD within the whole observed bandwidth.
Hence, once the region of support is determined, wavelet-based approach will rstly es-
timate the PSD of the received signal and determine the number of sub-bands and the
corresponding frequency boundaries. Later, the PSD for each sub-band will be employed
to determine the vacancy of the estimated sub-bands. As a result, the wavelet based
detection is also known as the wavelet based edge detection. Hence, the availability of
the kth sub-band can be determined using the
T kWB =
1
\fk   \fk 1
Z \fk
\fk 1
H1
7
H0
WB (2.27)
where \fk   \fk 1 denotes the estimated frequency boundaries of the kth sub-band ob-
tained using the wavelet transform [64, 65]. Based on the above, one of the main advan-
tages of the wavelet based detection is that it does not require any prior knowledge about
the signals features. However, the most important limitation of this spectrum sensing
approach is determining the correct smoothing function (mother wavelet) for the wavelet
transformation. Even though some common features are shared by most mother func-
tions, some can perform better than others in a given environment. Hence, in order to
obtain the best possible results in the wavelet based detection, the specic wavelet family
should be designed based on the characteristics of the transmitted signal.
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Wigner-Ville Based Detection
The Wigner-Ville based spectrum sensing [66] derives a greyscale image of the time fre-
quency description of the received signal through the Wigner-Ville transform, and similar
to wavelet based detection with the aid edge detection is able to detect occupied frequency
bands.
With the aid of the Wigner-Ville transform, it is possible to show the spectral components
of a signal with respect to the time variable and therefore have a bi-dimensional description
of the perceived signal [67]. The resulting image from the Wigner-Ville based detection
shows the spectrum occupancy in both time and frequency, marking the occupied zones
with higher brightness. Hence, such zones are to be avoided by the opportunistic user,
who, thanks to an edge detection, is able to detect the vacant sub-bands.
Such two dimensional strategies such as Wigner-Ville and wavelet based detection, tend
to improve the performance of the spectrum sensing device with respect to single di-
mensional approaches due to the phenomenon known as uncertainty relationship which
describes the trade o between the spectral and temporal resolution.
At the nal stage, the measured energy level is employed as the slot availability criterion,
entailing that slots are considered occupied even when they present high energy even in a
narrow spectral and time components. However, these approaches may suer from noise
uncertainty problem, due to use of energy detection.
2.1.7 Summary of The Sub-Band Spectrum Sensing Approaches

Figure 2.12: Summary of the state-of-the-art local sub-band spectrum sensing approaches.
As explained in this section, dierent spectrum sensing scenarios demand for dierent
sub-band spectrum sensing approaches based on their requirements. Amongst the exist-
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ing practical solutions, there are lter-bank [60] and wavelet [65] based spectrum sensing
techniques. The Filter-bank architecture allows sub-band sensing with the aid of mul-
tiple narrow bands, which results in increased number of components and energy con-
sumption. However, the lter-bank approach is one of the preferred solutions when the
spectrum sensing device does not have any a-priori knowledge about the signaling in-
formation. Wavelet based spectrum sensing exploits the multi-resolution features of the
wavelet transform to estimate the power spectral density. With the aid of edge detection,
the spectrum band of interest is divided into a number of sub-bands. This technique is
particularly useful, when there are limited number of non-stationary samples. Fine spec-
trum sensing is further required, in order to determine the vacancy of specied frequency
subbands. The Wigner-Ville based spectrum sensing [66] derives a greyscale image of
the time-frequency description of the received signal through the Wigner-Ville transform.
Similar to the wavelet based detection, with the aid of edge detection, it is able to detect
occupied frequency bands.
Recently, a multi-band joint detection for spectrum sensing has been introduced in [61],
where spectrum sensing is performed through a class of optimization problem with the
objective of improving the aggregate opportunistic throughput of the opportunistic spec-
trum access user while limiting the interference to the other users in the system. However,
this technique requires the knowledge of noise power and the squared values of the channel
frequency responses, which makes this approach only practical in xed wireless networks,
i.e., TV broadcast bands. While [62] investigates multi-band spectrum sensing algorithm,
which supports quality-of-service trac. In particular, [62] proposes a sequential sens-
ing, where a bank of sequential probability ratio tests are run in parallel to detect the
availability of sub-bands, while ensuring a xed minimum rate for the opportunistic user.
This approach is based on the assumption that the propagation channel between the
transmitter and the spectrum sensing device is xed and deterministically known to the
opportunistic users, making this multi-band spectrum sensing approach also only suitable
for xed networks.
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2.1.8 Summary
Spectrum sensing device needs to continuously monitor the spectrum for possible presence
of the vacant frequency bands. In this section, we have discussed various local spectrum
sensing techniques that exploit null, minimal, or full knowledge of the transmitted signal
characteristics. We have also addressed the state-of-the-art local sub-band spectrum
sensing approaches, which can eectively improve the overall spectrum utilization by
simultaneously search over multiple frequency subbands at a time. Furthermore, it is
realized that existing schemes can hardly meet the requirements of a fast and accurate
spectrum sensing, particularly, in low SNR range, (considering that the target SNR for
a reliable spectrum sensing sensitivity is about -20 dB [68]) without introducing high
complexity to the system. This observation motivates us to develop a spectrum availability
models, which can signicantly improve the state-of- the-arts and provides a practical
solution. Throughout our research, we focus on the energy detection scheme since the
only real-data publicaly available is energy sensed data.
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2.2 Spectrum Availability Modeling
Wireless communication systems have been exploited since the early days of radio commu-
nications under a xed spectrum management policy. Portions of the spectrum separated
by guard bands have been allocated to particular licensees over large geographical re-
gions, on a long term basis, and under exclusive exploitation licenses. Under this static
regulatory regime, the overwhelming proliferation of new operators, services and wire-
less technologies has resulted in the depletion of spectrum bands with commercially at-
tractive radio propagation characteristics. As a result, the Dynamic Spectrum Access
(DSA) paradigm based on the Cognitive Radio (CR) technology [1] has gained popular-
ity, motivated by the currently inecient utilization of spectrum already demonstrated
by many spectrum measurement campaigns performed all around the world [2{6]. The
basic underlying principle of DSA/CR is to allow unlicensed users to access in an op-
portunistic and non-interfering manner some licensed bands temporarily unoccupied by
licensed users. Unlicensed (secondary) DSA/CR terminals monitor the spectrum in order
to detect spectrum gaps left unused by licensed (primary) users and opportunistically
transmit. Secondary unlicensed transmissions are allowed according to this operating
principle as long as they do not result in harmful interference to the licensees. As a result
of the opportunistic nature of the DSA/CR principle, the behavior and performance of a
network of DSA/CR nodes depends on the primary spectrum occupancy pattern. Realis-
tically and accurately modeling such patterns becomes therefore essential and extremely
useful in the domain of DSA/CR research. Models of spectrum use can nd applications
in a wide variety of elds, ranging from analytical studies to the design, dimensioning and
performance evaluation of secondary networks, including the development of innovative
simulation tools as well as novel DSA/CR techniques.
The existing models can be categorized into time-, frequency- and space-dimension mod-
els, each of which describe the statistical properties of spectrum usage in the corresponding
domain. Based on this classication,we review some existing modeling approaches and
analyzes their merits and limitations.
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2.2.1 Time-Dimension Models
From the point of view of DSA/CR, spectrum usage can adequately be modeled by
means of a two-state Markov chain, with one state indicating that the channel is busy
and therefore not available for opportunistic access and the other one indicating that the
channel is idle and thus available for secondary use. Although some alternative modeling
approaches have been proposed in the literature [12], the two-state Markov chain is the
most widely employed time-dimension model in DSA/CR research. This binary channel
model can be employed to describe the occupancy pattern of a licensed channel in discrete
and continuous time.
Discrete-Time Models
In the two-state Discrete-Time Markov Chain (DTMC) model the time index set is dis-
crete. According to this, the channel remains in a given state at each step, with the state
changing randomly between steps. The behavior of the DTMC channel model can be
described by means of the set of transition probabilities between states (see Figure 2.13),
which can be expressed in matrix form as:
P =
24 p00 p01
p10 p11
35 (2.28)
where pij represents the probability that the system transitions from state si to state sj .
Note that the DTMC channel model in 2.28, commonly used in the literature, assumes
a stationary (time-homogeneous) DTMC, where the transition matrix P is constant and
independent of the time instant.
The mean occupancy level of a channel is certainly a straightforward metric and an
accurate reproduction is a minimum requisite for any time-dimension spectrum occupancy
model. The average occupancy of a channel can be expressed in terms of the Duty Cycle
(DC), henceforth denoted as 	. The DC of a channel can be dened as the probability
(or fraction of time) that the channel is busy (i.e., resides in the busy state in the long
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Figure 2.13: Discrete-Time Markov Chain (DTMC) model
term), which for the DTMC model of Figure 2.13 is given by 	 = p01=(p01 + p10). The
stationary DTMC model of 2.28 can therefore be congured to reproduce any arbitrary
	 by selecting the transition probabilities as p01 = p11 = 	 and p10 = p00 = 1 	, which
yields:
P =
24 1 		
1 		
35 (2.29)
Nevertheless, reproducing not only the mean DC but also the lengths of the busy and
idle periods is an important feature of a realistic time-domain model for spectrum use.
The stationary DTMC model has been proven to not be able to reproduce the statistical
properties of busy and idle period lengths of real channels [69]. This limitation, however,
can be overcome by means of a non-stationary (time-inhomogeneous) DTMC channel
model with a time-dependent transition matrix:
P(t) =
24 1 	(t)	(t)
1 	(t)	(t)
35 (2.30)
In the stationary case of 2.29, 	 represents a constant parameter. However, in the non-
stationary case of 2.30, 	(t) represents a time-dependent function that needs to be char-
acterized in order to characterize the DTMC channel model in the time domain. The
development of mathematical models for 	(t) may be relatively simple for primary sys-
tems where occupancy patterns are characterized by a strong deterministic component.
This is for example the case of cellular mobile communication systems, which exhibit a
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Figure 2.14: Empirical DC time evolution and corresponding deterministic model for: (a)
DCs 1800 low/medium-load channel, (b) E-GSM 900 medium/high-load channel
periodic load variation pattern on a daily basis (see Figure 2.14). Adequate models for
such deterministic patterns have been developed in [69]. In general, however, the trac
load supported by a radio channel is normally the consequence of a signicant number
of random factors such as the number of incoming and outgoing users and the resource
management policies employed in the system. As a result, the channel usage level is
itself a random variable that may more appropriately be characterized from a stochastic
modeling perspective, which still constitutes an open issue.
Continuous-Time Models
Another popular model in the DSA/CR literature is the two-state Continuous Time
Markov Chain (CTMC) model, where the channel remains in one state for a random
time period before switching to the other state. The state holding time or sojourn time is
modeled as an exponentially distributed random variable. Some works based on empirical
measurements [70{73] have demonstrated, however, that state holding times do not follow
exponential distributions in practice. In particular, it has been found that state holding
times are more adequately described by means of generalized Pareto [74], a mixture of
uniform and generalized Pareto [70,71], hyper Erlang [70,71], generalized Pareto and hy-
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per exponential [72], as well as geometric and log-normal distributions. Based on these
results, a more convenient model is therefore the Continuous Time Semi Markov Chain
(CTSMC) model, where the state holding times can follow any arbitrary distributions.
Appropriate parameters for the aforementioned distributions have been derived from eld
measurements performed with high time resolution [70{72] and low time resolution [73]
measurement equipment, and for various radio technologies of practical relevance.
It is worth noting that the CTSMC channel model provides an explicit means to charac-
terize and reproduce the lengths of the busy and idle periods, which implicitly oers the
possibility to reproduce any arbitrary DC by appropriately selecting the parameters of
the sojourn time distributions in order to provide mean values ETi such that:
	 =
ET1
ET0 + ET1
(2.31)
where ET0 and ET1 respectively represent the mean sojourn times in the idle and busy
states (i.e. mean idle and busy period duration).
2.2.2 Frequency-Dimension Models
The previous section has reviewed existing models to describe the statistical properties
of spectrum occupancy patterns on individual channels. Such modeling approaches can
be extended by considering as a whole the channels belonging to the same allocated band
and introducing additional models to describe the statistical properties of spectrum usage
in the frequency dimension.
Beta Distribution Model
In the spectral domain, one of the simplest but probably most relevant aspects to be
captured and reproduced is the statistical distribution of the channel occupancy levels.
The DCs of individual channels belonging to the same band have been shown to follow a
beta distribution [4], whose density function is as follows:8<: fBx (x;; ) = 1B(;)x 1(1  x) 1; 0 < x < 1B(; ) = R 10 t 1(1  t) 1dt (2.32)
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Figure 2.15: Empirical DC distributions and corresponding beta and Kumaraswamy ts
where  > 0 and  > 0 are shape parameters and B(; ) is the beta function.
Kumaraswamy Distribution Model
Alternatively, the Kumaraswamy distribution can be used as well:
fKx (x; a; b) = abx
a 1(1  xa)b 1; 0 < x < 1 (2.33)
where a > 0 and b > 0 are shape parameters. The Kumaraswamy distribution is similar
to the beta distribution, but easier to use in analytical studies due to the simpler form of
its density function. Figure 2.15 shows some examples of empirical DC distributions and
their corresponding beta and Kumaraswamy ts.
Both Beta and Kumaraswamy distributions can be congured to reproduce any arbitrary
mean DC over the whole band, 	, by properly selecting the shape parameters:
	 =

+ 
= bB
0@1 + 1
a
; b
1A (2.34)
2.2.3 Space-Dimension Models
While time- and frequency-dimension models are intended to reproduce the statistical
properties of real spectrum occupancy patterns of primary transmitters, space-dimension
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Figure 2.16: Spatial spectrum occupancy modeling approach
models, in general, deal with the characterization of spectrum occupancy patterns as
perceived by the DSA/CR users at various locations. Spectrum occupancy in the space
domain is analyzed and characterized in [75] in terms of the spatial distribution of the
Power Spectral Density (PSD) by means of spatial statistics and random elds. Con-
cretely, a semivariogram analytical model is tted to average PSD values obtained at
various locations by means of eld measurements (empirical model) and simulation tools
(deterministic model). The resulting PSD values can be mapped to binary busy/idle
perceptions at various locations by means of a thresholding technique.
An alternative probabilistic modeling approach has been developed in [76, 77], which is
illustrated in Figure 2.16. In the rst step, a radio propagation model is used to esti-
mate, based on a set of input parameters p = (p1; p2; :::pM ) such as operating frequency,
distance, etc., the radio propagation loss L between the primary transmitter and the
DSA/CR user. Based on the primary transmission power PT , the computed losses L are
then employed to compute the primary power PS that would be observed by DSA/CR
nodes at various locations, which are translated to SNR values  based on the receiver's
noise power PN . The resulting SNR values are then fed, along with an additional set of
input parameters p0 = (p01; p02; :::; p0N ), to a DC model, which outputs an estimation 	 of
the DC that would be perceived at the considered geographical locations [77] as follows:
	 =
0@1  KX
k=1
k
1APfa + KX
k=1
kQ
0@Q 1(Pfa)N   k
Sk
1A (2.35)
where K > 0 represents the number of transmission power levels that may be present in
the channel, 0 < k  1 is the activity factor of the k-th power level, Pfa is the target
probability of false alarm of the DSA/CR network, k(dB) = PSk(dBm)   PN (dBm) is
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Figure 2.17: Characterization of spatial spectrum occupancy perception at various loca-
tions in a realistic urban environment: (a) in terms of binary busy (white)/idle (gray)
observations, (b) in terms of the probability to observe spectrum as busy
the SNR resulting from the k   th average transmission power level, and Sk , N are
the standard deviation of the k-th signal and noise power levels respectively. These pa-
rameters constitute the input vector p'. Figure 2.17 shows an example of the spectrum
occupancy perceived by DSA/CR users at various locations in a realistic urban environ-
ment at the ground level between buildings, inside buildings and at rooftops [76]. While
PSD/power modeling methods combined with thresholding techniques provide a simple
binary characterization of the spatial spectrum occupancy perception (gure 2.17(a)), the
approach depicted in 2.16 provides a more sophisticated characterization (gure 2.17(b))
by means of the probability that the spectrum is observed as busy depending on the
specic DSA/CR user location, the considered scenario and the surrounding radio prop-
agation environment.
2.2.4 Summary
The development of the DSA/CR technology can signicantly benet from accurate and
practical spectrum usage models. The purpose of such models is to provide a tractable,
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yet realistic representation of the statistical properties of spectrum usage in real systems
that can adequately be employed in analytical studies or implemented in simulation tools
for the performance evaluation of DSA/CR techniques. In this context, this section has
provided an overview of spectrum occupancy models recently proposed in the literature
in the context of DSA/CR. The existing models can be broadly categorized into time-
, frequency and space-dimension models. Based on this classication, this section has
reviewed various modeling approaches, pointing out their advantages and shortcomings.
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2.3 System Assumptions Validation
In this section, we validate the i.n.i.d. observation for channels idleness (availability)
probabilities (CIPs) using the Pearsons chi-square statistic and McNemars test statistic.
Furthermore, we validate the Bernoulli sequence assumption.
2.3.1 Independence Validation
Our intention is to validate that the availability probabilities of two adjacent channels
are statistically independent. Pearson's chi-square statistic, X 2Ind [78], is used to assess
independence. We compute X 2Ind from the experimental results of Measurement Set 1
for random two adjacent channels 2500 (equivalently 520 MHz) and 2501 (520.2 MHz)
during the 7-8 am interval using the 2 x 2 contingency table for them provided in Table
2.1. Similarly, table 2.1 illustrates reported frequencies of two adjacent channels 1700
(1840 MHz) and 1701 (1840.2 MHz) during the morning (4-5 am) time interval. Each
observation Oi;j consists of the values of two outcomes in the (i, j) cell and the null
hypothesis is that the occurrence of these outcomes is statistically independent. Each
observation is allocated to one cell of the contingency table, according to the values of the
two outcomes. For instance, out of 2000 observations, Oi;j = 68(180) whereas i represents
channel 2500 (1700) being busy and j represents channel 2501 (1701) being simultaneously
busy. The theoretical frequency Ei;j for a cell, given the hypothesis of independence, is
expressed as follows:
Ei;j =
Pc
k=1Oi;k
Pr
k=1Ok;j
N
(2.36)
where r is the number of rows, c is the number of columns in the table, and degrees of
freedom is (r1)(c1). The value of the test statistic is given as:
X 2Ind =
rX
i=1
cX
j=1
(Oi;j   Ei;j)2
Ei;j (2.37)
For the test of independence, a p-value of less than or equal to 0.05 is commonly inter-
preted as justication for rejecting the null hypothesis.
Based on the results presented in Table 2.1 obtained from Measurement Set 1, the value
of X 2Ind from Eq. 2.37 is 1.8125. The chi-squared statistic X 2Ind can then be used to
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Table 2.1: Contingency table for channels 2500 (1700) and 2501 (1701)
Observations
Ch. 2501 (1701) Busy Ch. 2501 (1701) Idle Row total
Ch. 2500 (1700) Busy 68 (180) 994 (852) 1062 (1032)
Ch. 2500 (1700) Idle 46 (167) 892 (801) 938 (968)
Column total 114 (347) 1886 (1653) 2000
calculate a p-value by comparing its value to a chi-squared distribution with specic Df .
The corresponding p-value is 0.1782 for Spectrum 1 data set. Since the p-value is greater
than 0.05, we accept the hypothesis of statistical independence of idleness between chan-
nels 2500 and 2501. The value of X 2Ind for the data set in Spectrum 2 during the 4-5
am and 4-5 pm intervals are 0.0028 and 0.0014, respectively. The corresponding p-values
are 0.9578 and 0.9698. Since both these values are higher than 0.05, we infer that the
independence assumption of channel idleness between channels 1700 and 1701 is valid for
the Maastricht measurements.
Similarly, we perform the same analysis with randomly selected adjacent channels 562
and 563, 1819 and 1820, 3155 and 3156, 3519 and 3520, and 6435 and 6436 from both
the spectra. We need to emphasize here that independence test proved to be successful
in majority of the adjacent channels we have randomly chosen from the Maastricht data
set, especially in the Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) 1800 MHz cellular
band. However, we must admit that there are a few examples of adjacent channels like
3519 and 3520 and 1000 and 1001, which proved to have dependence in terms of channel
availability implying occupancy by the same primary user.
2.3.2 Non-Identical Distribution Validation
For the validation of the claim for non-identical distribution of idleness between adjacent
channels, we again refer to the experimental measurements and apply a non-parametric
method called the McNemars test [78]. The test is applied to the same contingency table as
in Table 2.1, which tabulates the outcomes of frequencies on adjacent channels 2500 (1700)
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and 2501 (1701) for the Aachen (Maastricht) measurements. Here, the null hypothesis
is the marginal homogeneity between these two adjacent channels, i.e., probability of
channel 2500 (1700) being occupied and channel 2501 (1701) being idle (pbi) subsequently
is identical to the probability of channel 2500 (1700) being idle and channel 2501 (1701)
being occupied (pib) subsequently. In the sequel, (pbi), etc. are the theoretical probability
of occurrences in cells with the corresponding label.
The McNemar test statistic with Yates correction for continuity is given by:
X 2Iden =
(jb  cj   0:5)2
b+ c
(2.38)
where b corresponds to the frequency (994 (852) from Table 2.1) in the cell of channel 2500
(1700) being busy and channel 2501 (1701) being idle subsequently and c corresponds to
the frequency (46 (167) from Table 2.1) in the cell of channel 2500 (1700) being idle and
channel 2501 (1701) being busy subsequently. Based on the computations, the statistic
X 2Iden is equal to 862.3163 (452.89). The corresponding McNemars test probabilities are
less than 2.2e 16. For the test of marginal homogeneity, the McNemars test probability
of less than or equal to 0.05 is commonly interpreted as justication for rejecting the null
hypothesis. Therefore, the hypothesis of marginal homogeneity is rejected. Hence, the
adjacent channels are non-identical in terms of occupancy or idleness. Similarly, we have
performed the same analysis with randomly selected adjacent channels 1819 and 1820,
3155 and 3156, 1000 and 1001, and 3519 and 3520 and the hypothesis of non-identical
distribution of occupancy or idleness were valid for both the spectra.
The Beta distribution model ?? for non-identically distributed channels availability
probabilities in a spectrum is validated here by using the above mentioned two sets of
measurements. In other words, we have partitioned the measurements in Spectrum 1 into
four intervals of interest: (i) 7 to 8 am, (ii) 12 to 1 pm, (iii) 3 to 4 pm, and (iv) 11 pm to
12 am. Similarly, the measurements in Spectrum 2 are grouped into four intervals: (i) 4
- 5 am, (ii) 1 - 2 pm, (iii) 4 - 5 pm, and (iv) 9 pm - 10 pm.
A total of 100 random channels are considered in each spectrum and the correspond-
ing channels availability probabilities are evaluated by considering the following detec-
tion thresholds: -114 dBm for channels in Spectrum 1 and -107 dBm for channels in
Spectrum 2 and normalizing the results over the one hour periods. Idleness of a channel
is decided based on whether the received power is higher or lower than the detection
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Table 2.2: Observed and expected frequencies of spectrum availability for Aachen, Ger-
many data
Time of the day Frequencies
0.0-0.2 0.2-0.4 0.4-0.6 0.6-0.8 0.8-1.0
Observed (7-8am) 21 5 5 1 15
Expected (7-8am) 22.27 3.72 3.11 3.94 14.4
Observed (12-1pm) 23 4 5 8 9
Expected (12-1pm) 23.3 5.56 4.55 4.76 10.83
Observed (3-4pm) 16 6 3 6 11
Expected (3-4pm) 16.86 3.98 3.41 3.85 13.9
Observed (11p-12am) 15 10 1 4 12
Expected (11p-12am) 15.6 5.16 4.47 4.87 11.9
threshold. At any given time instant, if the received power is greater than the detection
threshold, the channel is said to be occupied and idle if received power is lower than
the threshold. The mean availability av and standard deviation av are then computed
over the obtained channels availability probabilities. The four sets of av and av are as
follows:
Spectrum 1: 7 - 8 am: av = 0.4176, av = 0.1703, 12 - 1 pm: av = 0.3756, av =
0.1377,
3 - 4 pm: av = 0.4654, av = 0.1617, and 11 pm - 12 am: 43, av = 0.4571, av = 0.1396.
Spectrum 2:
4 - 5 am: av = 0.3643, av = 0.0953, 1 - 2 pm: av = 0.3521, av = 0.0961,
4 - 5 pm: av = 0.3202, av = 0.0962, and 9 - 10 pm: av = 0.3462, av = 0.0907.
Estimated ^ and ^ parameters for the Beta distribution are computed using the following
expressions [78]:
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Table 2.3: Observed and expected frequencies of spectrum availability for Maastricht,
Netherlands data
Time of the day Frequencies
0.0-0.2 0.2-0.4 0.4-0.6 0.6-0.8 0.8-1.0
Observed (4-5am) 45 19 13 9 14
Expected (4-5am) 40.97 18.27 14.62 13.02 13.12
Observed (1-2pm) 46 19 15 6 14
Expected (1-2pm) 43.11 17.73 14.0 12.43 12.47
Observed (4-5pm) 47 25 10 5 13
Expected (4-5pm) 48.54 16.37 12.52 10.99 11.58
Observed (9-10pm) 44 24 13 5 14
Expected (9-10pm) 42.91 18.64 14.56 12.49 11.39
^ = av
av(1  av)
av
  1

^ = (1  av)
av(1  av)
av
  1
 (2.39)
For Spectrum 1 we have:
7 - 8 am: ^ = 0.1786, ^ = 0.2492, 12 - 1 pm: ^ = 0.2642, ^ = 0.4392,
3 - 4 pm: ^ = 0.2506, ^ = 0.2879, and 11 pm - 12 am: ^ = 0.3554, ^ = 0.422.
Similarly, for Spectrum 2 the estimated parameters are as follows:
4 - 5 am: ^ = 0.5206, ^ = 0.9086, 1 - 2 pm: ^ = 0.4842, ^ = 0.8909,
4 - 5 pm: ^ = 0.4046, ^ = 0.8590, and 9 pm - 10 pm: ^ = 0.5179, ^ = 0.9780.
Based on computed channel availability probabilities, we have classied them into ve
intervals of equal widths namely, 0.0-0.2, 0.2-0.4, 0.4-0.6, 0.6-0.8, and 0.8-1.0. The fre-
quency of idle channels in each interval is specied as observed in Tables 2.2 and 2.3
for Spectrum 1 and Spectrum 2, respectively. The expected frequencies are obtained
using the Beta distribution in Eq. 2.32 with the corresponding ^ and ^ parameters and
specic intervals. The observed frequencies and the Beta distribution with the estimated
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parameters are shown in Figure 3.1 for both the spectra. The gure indicates that the
Beta distribution is a good t to the spectrum availability patterns in both Spectrum 1
and Spectrum 2 under investigation.
2.3.3 Bernouil Sequence Validation
The Bernoulli trials process, named after Jacob Bernoulli, is one of the simplest yet
most important random processes in probability [27]. Essentially, the process is the
mathematical abstraction of coin tossing, but because of its wide applicability, it is usually
stated in terms of a sequence of generic trials that satisfy the following assumptions:
 Each trial has two possible outcomes, in the language of reliability called success
and failure.
 The trials are independent. Intuitively, the outcome of one trial has no inuence
over the outcome of another trial.
 On each trial, the probability of success is p and the probability of failure is 1p,
where p 2 [0; 1] is the success parameter of the process.
Mathematically, we can describe the Bernoulli trials process with a sequence of indicator
random variables:
X = (X1; X2; :::; Xn) (2.40)
An indicator variable is a random variable that takes only the values 1 and 0, which in
this setting denote success and failure, respectively. Indicator variable Xi simply records
the outcome of trial i. Thus, the indicator variables are independent and have the same
probability density function:
P (Xi = 1) = p
P (Xi = 0) = 1  p
(2.41)
The distribution dened by this probability density function is known as the Bernoulli
distribution. In statistical terms, the Bernoulli trials process corresponds to sampling
from the Bernoulli distribution. In particular, the rst n trials (X1; X2; ; Xn) form a
random sample of size n from the Bernoulli distribution. Note again that the Bernoulli
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trials process is characterized by a single parameter p.
The system considered in this work satises the above 3 conditions as follows:
 Each trial in this system has 2 and only possible outcome. In detail, detecting a
whitespace channel can result in either success or failure.
 Validated in 2.3.1 that the channels follows an independent framework.
 On each trial, the probability of detecting a whitespace channel is p and the prob-
ability of miss detection is 1p, where p 2 [0; 1] is the success parameter of the
process.
Therefore, we have validated that the system follows an i.n.i.d Bernoulli sequence.
Chapter 3
Probabilistic Modeling of Spectrum
Occupancy
3.1 Introduction
Recently, dynamic spectrum access (DSA) technologies have attracted signicant inter-
est in the research community [70, 79{83]. Mainly three facts have been the motivation
of this work. First, the scarcity of radio spectrum complicates the process of allocating
the spectrum to new wireless systems. Second, the success of wireless communication
and the trend towards broadband systems further increases the need for radio spectrum.
Third, researchers have found that a signicant amount of ocially licensed spectrum is
unused. This has been reported on several extensive spectrum occupancy measurement
campaigns [2{6].
Both, the DSA and cognitive radio research, require realistic models and good under-
standing of the current network as basis for performance evaluation. The occupancy of
the channels exhibits dynamic spatial and temporal property due to randomness of access
by the PUs. For example, the occupancy in a single channel at any instant in time can
be determined by the SUs in a cooperative manner [7, 8, 10] as opposed to being deter-
mined individually by each user [84{87]. However, the instantaneous statistics of channel
occupancy in the entire spectrum over time is very dicult to determine due to its time
complexity. An instantaneous resource map is only available after the CR network has
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the knowledge of the utilization of every channel in the entire spectrum. For this purpose,
the CR network has to constantly monitor and collect the spectrum occupancy data for
all channels. Additionally, the larger the bandwidth monitored or scanned, the higher
will be the energy consumption for the SUs. McHenry and Taher et. al. [88, 89] have
monitored the spectrum occupancy for dierent channels in Chicago as well as in Vienna,
Virginia. The results show that the utilization of a channel can be small, moderate, or
large, depending on the trac load at a given time. Hence, instead of monitoring or
sensing the entire spectrum, it is advisable to exploit the historical data [90] to select a
set of preferable channels for further sensing. Instead of a direct map of occupancy, we
analyze the channel occupancy in terms of the probability of capturing the dynamic spa-
tial and temporal property. The probability of each channel being free, can be determined
individually, without simultaneously monitoring all other channels, thereby signicantly
reducing the complexity. In particular, the following two aspects are evaluated to reect
the channel availability for SUs:
 Total number of free channels (Nf): At any given time instant, let Nf be the
total number of channels that are not used by the PUs. The entity Nf indicates how
many SUs can simultaneously access the network. Nf also represents the probability
that a SU can transmit packets, given the total number of SUs. Finally, the average
and variance of Nf indicates spectrum utilization by PUs over a period of time.
 Occupancy of a free subband (Ni): Given a free channel, the information about
adjacent channels' occupancy is critical in mitigating interference to its adjacent
PUs. If two neighboring channels, i.e., (i  1)st and (i+ 1)st channels of an ith free
channel are occupied by PUs, the transmission power from the ith channel interferes
with both its adjacent neighbors. Hence, to reduce inadmissible interference, the
transmission power in the ith channel has to be restricted. If two networks have the
same number of free channels, the network with higher number of free subbands can
support a larger number of transmissions with high power if we ignore other factors
that aect the transmission power.
By taking advantage of the probability of a channel being free, we provide a statistical es-
timation of the number of available channels as well as the number of free subbands based
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on the occupancy of immediate neighbors. The probability distribution of Nf allows selec-
tion of preferable sections of the spectrum for further sensing so that spectrum sensing is
performed accordingly on those selective sub-bands with high probabilities of being free.
The importance of our research is further emphasized by Wellens et. al. [90], which stated
that if the corresponding statistical analysis is available, the adaptive spectrum sensing
could improve the probability of sensing success by 70% over random spectrum sens-
ing. In addition, given a free channel, knowledge of occupancy of the adjacent channels
can enable ecient power management [86] among requesting SUs. Thus, the allowable
transmission power on a free sub-band can be adjusted based on the occupancy of its
adjacent channels. Furthermore, the prioritized allocation of sub-bands to SUs [91, 92]
can be implemented in such a way that a high priority SU is allocated a channel with
higher transmission power when compared to a low priority SU.
Considering Nf as a sum of independent but not identically distributed Bernoulli ran-
dom variables, the traditional approach to calculate the exact probability distribution
of Nf is computationally complex. Therefore, we use convolution, recursive, and hybrid
convolution-recursive techniques to compute the distribution of Nf . In order to analyze
the occupancy of the neighborhood of free channels, we dene three types of free subband
(i.e., Type I-III subband) based on the occupancy of the rst and third channels of the
subband (having zero, one, or two free neighbors). The main contributions of this chapter
are:
 Given the probability of the channels being available from a local database or using
a sensing scheme, we derive the probability distribution of Nf in any spectrum
range.
 We derive the probability distribution of the total number of free subbands of a
specic type Ni (i.e., type I-III subband).
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 discusses the related work.
Section 3.3 illustrates the network model and formulates the problem. In Section 3.4,
we present the analytical models for probability distribution of Nf . In Section 3.5, we
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characterize a free subband based on the occupancy of contiguous channels. Section 3.6
concludes the chapter.
3.2 Related Work
 
Figure 3.1: Beta density 2.2.2 histogram of idleness probabilities in two dierent geolo-
cations [11]
In a CR network, study of spectrum occupancy involves three critical aspects: spectrum
measurement, spectrum sensing, and channel allocation. The rst two aspects, in turn,
facilitates the channel allocation for SUs. The current research eorts mainly focus on
spectrum sensing [7{10,91] and subband allocation [84{87,92]. For example, Ganesan et.
al. [7] proposed a cooperative spectrum sensing approach in a two-user cognitive network.
This approach has been further improved for multi-user cognitive networks [8] enhancing
the detection capability of cognitive radio users by exploiting the spatial diversity. Gane-
san et. al. [9] then discussed a spectrum sensing technique for a base station-controlled
centralized cognitive network. It allows some cognitive users to act as relays for occu-
pancy sensing of sub-bands while others transmit data in order to reduce average detection
time. For ecient spectrum sensing, Tu et. al. [91] exploit physical layer attributes of
PU transmissions like existence of cyclic prex or fundamental symbol rate of signals.
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Allocation of free channels involves many issues such as routing, trac, and power con-
straints. For example, based on spectrum stability, Deng et. al. [85] present a method
of selecting a set of sub-bands for a predetermined path between a source and a desti-
nation. Demestichas et. al. [86] describe a joint allocation of spectrum and radio access
technologies using a learning and adaptation approach. The joint allocation models user
requirements like trac intensity, mobility characteristics, and quality of service guaran-
tees. Wang et. al. [87] discussed a graph theoretic approach for joint route and spectrum
 
Figure 3.2: Channel idelness probabilities and comparison among the exact distribution,
normal approximation, and proposed poisson-normal approximation [11]
selection. A time schedule improves the channel usage to ensure quality of service guar-
antees among the real-time applications. Chu et. al. [92] jointly optimize the power,
time slots, and sub-carriers among the SUs in Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple
Access (OFDMA) cognitive radio systems. Spectrum measurement is critical to assess
spectrum occupancy in the network. McHenry et. al. [88, 89] have experimentally moni-
tored spectrum occupancy for dierent sub-bands at multiple locations. They deployed a
high dynamic range spectrum measurement system for spectrum monitoring ranging from
hours to days. Sanders et al. [93] use the Radio Spectrum Measurement System to collect
observations periodically on sub-bands in the 108 MHz to 10 GHz spectrum providing
a wide selection of occupancy data. Roberson et al. [94] used passive monitoring over
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the range of frequencies (30 MHz to 3 GHz) in order to categorize the degree of utiliza-
tion of the sub-bands into four dierent classes: (i) subbands seldom used, (ii) subbands
used during specic intervals of time, (iii) subbands infrequently used, and (iv) subbands
heavily used. In contrast to these spectrum measurement approaches, our target is to
perform probabilistic analysis of sub-band occupancy. Luo et. al. [84] assume an inde-
pendent and identically distributed (i.i.d) model for the spectrum occupancy. This means
that the occupancy of subbands are statistically independent with constant probability
of occupancy over the entire spectrum. With this model, they developed a detection
search strategy for free sub-band based on an average search time. However, this model
using a constant probability of occupancy does not reect practical temporal and spatial
variations in the spectrum. Additionally, authors in [12] captured the characteristics of
 
Figure 3.3: Probability Mass Function of 20 channels. On right, the channel probabilities
are small and have low variance whereas subgure on left, probabilities are high with very
low variance [95,96]
primary user occupancies based on variations in transmission powers, selection of center
frequencies and time durations of operations. They proposed a validated probabilistic
model for channel occupancy using real time measurements in the paging band (928-948
MHz). Furthermore, a Beta distribution 2.2.2 [97] model for channel occupancy was pro-
posed by characterizing inherent parameters ( and ) (refer to Figure 3.1) substantiated
with real-time measurements [98]. Ghosh et. al. [99] extensively validated this model
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for better comprehension of channel occupancy patterns of licensed users using real-time
measurements on the 1500 MHz band conducted in Aachen, Germany.
The same aforementioned authors stated that it is imperative to nd an ecient way
to signicantly reduce the computation complexity in calculating the exact distribution,
therefore, they proposed a Normal [100] and Normal-Poisson [97] approximation method
for spectrum availability modeling based on the independent but not identically dis-
tributed (i.n.i.d.) model [11] [101]. A snapshot of Ghosh et. al.'s simulation results is
depicted in Figure 3.2.
On the other hand, Arshad et. al. [95, 96] presented a statistical model of spectrum
opportunities in terms of the probability of each channel being free. They also devel-
oped a model called Camp-Paulson to characterize the number of spectrum opportunities
available using the probability and approximation theory. Figure 3.3 illustrates some
of their numerical results showing that the proposed approximation models of spectrum
opportunities achieve good accuracy at signicantly lower computational cost. Similarly,
in [95, 96], Arshad et. al. presented a statistical model of spectrum opportunities in
terms of the probability of each channel being free. An approximation model, namely
Camp-Paulson, has been developed to characterize the number of available spectrum
opportunities. Authors claimed that their proposed Camp-Paulson Model achieve good
accuracy at signicantly lower computational cost when compared to the exact conven-
tional distribution as well as the Poisson-normal model proposed in [11].
To summarize, most relevant research within the area of channel availability modeling
managed to develop approximations to facilitate the computation of the exact distribution
of the number of available channels at a given time. Not only that these approximations
can show unacceptable margin of errors, but also, they were only validated with a limited
number of channels (a maximum of 20 and 50 channels for the Camp-Paulson and Poisson-
normal model respectively). Moreover, the running time of the Poisson-normal algorithm
is high due to the combinatorial complexity of the model (4:8 seconds compared to 0:035
second with respect of the Camp-Paulson model for an input of 50 channels). This
has motivated us to consider developing accurate and more ecient models. The work
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reported in this chapter has been published in [102].
The main novel contributions of our research are summarized as follows:
 We employ convolution, recursive, and hybrid convolution-recursive methods to
develop accurate and ecient techniques which tackles the combinatorial complexity
burden of the actual distribution computation of the number of available channels
based on the i.n.i.d paradigm. The outcome is 3 eective algorithms that are able
to compute the distribution eciently in a negligible time as compared to others
proposed in the State-of-the-art.
 Given a free channel, the information about adjacent channels' occupancy is critical
in mitigating interference to its adjacent PUs. If two neighboring channels, i.e.,
(i   1)st and (i + 1)st channels of an ith free channel are occupied by PUs, the
transmission power from the ith channel interferes with both its adjacent neighbors.
Hence, to reduce inadmissible interference, the transmission power in the ith channel
has to be restricted. We categorize available channels based on the occupancy of
its two adjacent channels into three dierent types, then, probabilistically model
their availability using the proposed hybrid model. In this context, we propose a
model that is able to eciently predict the channels' availability while taking in
consideration the the status of the adjacent neighbor channels.
 In order to assess the performance of the proposed models in practical scenarios,
predicting the count of available channels has to be evaluated against the proba-
bility of detecting these channels. In this context, a multi-channel joint detection
framework is presented with respect to the network performance where we propose a
novel approach that enables to compute the probability of detecting multi-channels
simultaneously in an ecient manner based on the i.n.i.d paradigm.
 We validate the eectiveness of proposed models using several real time measure-
ments then assess their eciency using analysis metrics such as algorithm time
complexity and running time. Furthermore, we illustrate 2 applications associated
with the use of the modeling where one features novel 2-Dimensional (time, freq)
availability modeling.
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3.3 System Model and Problem Formulation
1 i n 
Type-I
Subband
Type-I
Type-II
Type-III
Occupied 
subchannel
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Figure 3.4: Occupancy of a spectrum composed of n non-overlapping subchannels as well
as Subband Types
An example of a band composed of n subchannels in which some are occupied by primary
users is depicted in Figure 3.4. In a particular geolocation and time interval, we consider
a primary communication system operating over a spectrum (wideband) that is composed
of n non-overlapping subchannels. Some of the n subchannels are not occupied by the
primary users and therefore available for opportunistic spectrum access. The number of
occupied subchannels vary as a function of time depending on primary users patterns. Let
fx1; x2; :::; xng be the set of n Bernoulli variables where xi = 0 reects the ith subchannel
being occupied by a primary user and xi = 1 denotes it is a vacant subchannel. For
example, the third subchannel in Figure 3.4 is occupied and its status is expressed as
x3 = 0. Similarly, the status of the (i + 5)
th subchannel is depicted as x(i+5) = 1. The
occupancy of the ith subchannel at any given time is characterized by the probability pi
of it being available and hereafter referred to as the subchannel availability probability.
This probability is extracted using a threshold by observing the detected signal power of
the ith subchannel over a desired period of time, then average it. We assume that xi's
are modeled as independent, non identical (i.n.i.d) Bernoulli random variables (Validated
in 2.3) [12]. In fact, in the frequency range of interest, the subchannel occupancy is
statistically independent, i.e., the arrival of a primary user in one subchannel does not
depend on the arrival of another primary user in any other subchannel at the same time
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instance. Moreover, the variables x1; x2; :::; xn are not necessarily identically distributed,
i.e., P (xi = 1) 6= P (xj = 1). We further dene a random variable Nf to represent the
total number of free sub-bands in the spectrum of interest. In other words, Nf is the
sum of all N random variables xi s, i.e., Nf =
PN
n=1 xi. The possible values of Nf are
0; 1; :::; N .
3.4 Computation of P (Nf = r)
There are several benets associated with estimating the likelihood of availability of a
certain number of free channels, i.e. P (Nf = r), and their conguration/location over
a spectrum. It can provide a track-able representation of the statistical properties of
spectrum usage that can easily be employed in the analytical studies or implemented
in simulation tools for the performance evaluation of CR technologies. Moreover, this
information can act as a pre-requisite for performing further processing to establish the
communication link. In this manner, we can avoid some unnecessary overhead calcula-
tions and processing in the scenarios where the chances of establishing a link can satisfy
the expected QoS. Modeling the number of available channels and their conguration
also provides useful information to establish if the constraints in terms of communication
strategy can be met or not (e.g. FFT size that the transceiver can process, number of
pilots used for channel estimation, carrier aggregation strategies/algorithms available to
transceiver, etc.). If any of these constraints in a transceiver imply that the expected
number and conguration of the channels is not suitable, we can avoid doing the unnec-
essary further processing involving sensing, channel estimation, spectrum aggregation, etc.
In this section, we highlight the combinatorial complexity arising from the traditional
(conventional) computation of the exact probability distribution and further introduce
the proposed model for alternative computations. We dene pi such as pi = 1   pi and
the generic term n-SS to represent the frequency range (spectrum) of interest composed
of n non-overlapping subchannels.
The computation of the exact probability distribution of Nf becomes complex when pi's
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are not equal. Each case of P (Nf = r) generates
 
n
r

possible scenarios to compute,
where n probabilities of each scenario are multiplied. These products are then added
together involving
 
n
r

summands resulting in the overall probability of the case. Thus,
the computational complexity of each case is

n
 
n
r
  1. For example, the probability of
having exactly 16 available subchannels in a 32-SS, P (Nf = 16), incurs
 
32
16
  601million
possible scenarios, where in each scenario 32 numbers are multiplied. As n increases, the
enormous amount of computation becomes a memory constraint for the secondary user
device and is very time consuming.
Algorithm 1 Conventional Computation of Nf Probability Distribution
1: Input pi = [p1; p2; :::; pn]
2: pi = (1  pi)
3: Nf (0) element products of pi
4: for r = 1 to n do
5: Initialize matrix of Zeros C of order
 
n
r

,r

6: Initialize matrix of Zeros REST of order
 
n
r

,n-r

7: Initialize matrix of Zeros SCENARIOS of order
 
n
r

,n

8: C  combinations of k of the elements in the vector P
9: for j = 1 to size(C; 1) do
10: Temp  set of values in P that are not in C(j; :)
11: REST  [REST; 1 - Temp]
12: end for
13: SCENARIOS  [C, REST]
14: M  product of elements of each row in SCENARIOS
15: Nf (r) summation of elements in M
16: end for
17: Output Nf
In order to determine the computation complexity, we dene the entity T (n) which denotes
the time complexity of an algorithm on a particular input of n values. T (n) represents the
sum of running times for each statement executed, for example a statement that takes
ci operations or steps to execute and executes n times will contribute cin to the total
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running time. We use the big O notation to provide a lower bound on the growth rate of
the time complexity function.
The conventional Algorithm 1 is implemented to compute the probability distribution of
Nf as there exist no closed-form formula for this purpose. The main approach behind this
algorithm is to determine all possible scenarios and list them in a matrix, then, multiply
each row 's elements together resulting on a 1 dimensional vector/array. Adding the
elements in this vector will result in: Pr = P (Nf = r) i:e: r = 0; 1; :::; n. In details, the
basic input of this algorithm is a given set of subchannel free probabilities p1; p2; :::; pn
(Line 1) whereas the output is a set of discrete probabilities P1; P2; :::; Pn stored in vector
(array) named Nf , where Pr = P (Nf = r) (Line 17). These discrete probabilities Pi's
form the actual distribution ofNf . All dierent combinations for each caseNf = r, i.e. r =
0; 1; :::; n are determined in Line 9-12 then stored in a matrix named SCENARIOS (Line
13). Next, the product of the elements of each row in SCENARIOS is computed and
stored it in a vector M (Line 14). Adding all the elements in vector M (Line 15) results
on the i-th P . Given these steps are repeated n times through the loop in Line 4, the
actual distribution of Nf is determined.
In order to determine the computation complexity, we dene the entity T (n) which denotes
the time complexity of an algorithm on a particular input of n values. T (n) represents the
sum of running times for each statement executed, for example a statement that takes
ci operations or steps to execute and executes n times will contribute cin to the total
running time. We use the big O notation to provide a lower bound on the growth rate
of the time complexity function. In the conventional Algorithm 1, the leading order term
arises in line 8 inside the second loop of size
 
n
r

which itself is inside a rst loop in line 3
therefore the resultant complexity in determining the conventional exact distribution of
Nf is given by:
T (n) =
nX
r=0
24nn
r

  1
35 ' n nX
r=0

n
r

' O(n:2n) (3.1)
In what follows, we introduce the proposed approaches to compute the exact probability
distribution of Nf . Since most multi-carrier transmission schemes employ FFT operation,
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we congure the proposed algorithms to run with a number of subchannels n to the power
of 2 i.e. n = 64; 128; 256; 512; etc.
3.4.1 Multi-Convolved Exact Probability Model
Consider a 32-SS where its P (Nf = r) generates a total of
P32
r=0
 
n
r
  4:29 Billion sce-
narios to compute whereas an 8-SS, its P (Nf = r) will generate a total of
P8
r=0
 
n
r
  255
scenarios to compute. It is evident that the 8-SS has negligible scenarios when compared
to the 32-SS. Hence, dividing this 32-SS into 4 subbands each of 8 subchannels, computing
each subband availability distribution separately, and then convolving them will clearly
reduce the computational complexity. Convolution is done in a tree manner, 2 adjacent
subbands at a time. For better understanding refer to example in Figure 3.5.
Let X and Y represent two adjacent subbands with equal number of subchannels n=2.
Consider the sum of two independent discrete random variables NfX of the X-subband
and NfY of the Y -subband whose values are restricted to positive integers. The Nf prob-
ability distribution of X [ Y , P (Nf = r), is given by the discrete circular convolution
formula [103] as follows:
P (Nf = r) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Pr
j=0 P (NfX = j):P (NfY = r   j);
0  r  n=2Pn=2
j=r n=2 P (NfX = j):P (NfY = r   j);
n=2 < r  n
(3.2)
Based on this model, the implemented Algorithm 2 will divide the n-SS into k subbands
each composed of m subchannels. The Nf distribution of each subband is determined
using the conventional algorithm. In detail, the basic input of this algorithm is a given
set of subchannel free probabilities p1; p2; :::; pn (Line 1) as well as parameters m and
k (Line 2) whereas the output is a set of discrete probabilities P1; P2; :::; Pn stored in a
vector named Nf , where Pr = P (Nf = r) (Line 23). The input probabilities are divided
into equal sets of smaller sizes depending on parameters k and m (Line 3). The exact
distribution of these sets are computed using Algorithm 1 (Line 6-8) and stored in matrix
D in Line 9. Following equations 3.2, these distributions are then convolved together 2
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Figure 3.5: Computation of Nf using the convolution technique in a subband composed
of 32 subchannels. Subband decomposed into 4 portion of 8 subchannels where the
distribution of each portion is calculated. After that, the distributions are convoloved.
at a time in a tree manner (refer to gure3.5) using the while loop in Line 11-21. The
output of the convolution stage is the exact distribution of the spectrum of interest (Line
23).
Since each subband's distribution has been computed using the conventional algorithm,
a complexity of T (n) = k:O(m:2m) = O(n:2m) is generated. These distributions are then
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Algorithm 2 Multi-Convolution computation of the Nf (n) probability distribution
1: Input p1; p2; :::; pn
2: Input parameters m and k
3: Divide the spectrum into k subbands each of m subchannels
4: Initialize matrix of Zeros D of order (m+1,k)
5: for i = 1 to k do
6: for j = 0 to m do
7: compute Nf (j) using Algorithm 1
8: end for
9: D(:; i) Nf (:)
10: end for
11: Initialize matrix of zeros Temp
of order

2(size(D; 1)  1) + 1; size(D; 2)=2

12: l size(D; 2)
13: while l > 1 do
14: Initialize h = 1
15: for t = 1 to size(D; 2)=2 do
16: Temp(:; t) convolution of D(:; h)
with D(:; h+ 1)
17: h h+ 2
18: end for
19: D  Temp
20: l size(D; 2)
21: end while
22: Nf  D
23: Output Nf
convolved to produce the Nf (n) distribution of the whole spectrum. The complexity
arising from the convolution is n2 operations. Therefore, the total time complexity of
Algorithm 2 is given by T (n) = O(n:2m + n2).
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3.4.2 Recursive Model
This model provides a more ecient approach to compute the exact distribution without
having to resort to the intensive conventional algorithm. The objective is to employ a
recursive method in such a way we compute the distribution of the n-SS based on the
distribution of its (n - 1)-SS. Similarly, the distribution of the (n-1)-SS is computed based
on the distribution of (n-2)-SS, etc.
Figure 3.6 illustrates an example that demonstrates how to compute the distributions
from Nf (1) up to Nf (8). For instance, the derivations of the distribution of Nf (6) based
on the distribution of Nf (5) are as follows:
P (Nf (6) = 0) = p6:P (Nf (5) = 0)
P (Nf (6) = 1) = p6:P (Nf (5) = 1) + p6:P (Nf (5) = 0)
P (Nf (6) = 2) = p6:P (Nf (5) = 2) + p6:P (Nf (5) = 1)
...
P (Nf (6) = 5) = p6:P (Nf (5) = 5) + p6:P (Nf (5) = 4)
P (Nf (6) = 6) = p6:P (Nf (5) = 5)
(3.3)
Let Nf (n) be the random variable that represents the number of available subchannels in
the n-SS and similarly, let Nf (n  1) be the random variable that represents the number
of available subchannels in the (n-1)-SS. Then,
Nf (n) = Nf (n  1) + xn (3.4)
Equation (3.4) reects a hidden relationship between the exact probability distribution
of the (n   1) and the n-SS. In fact, given a possible value for Nf (n) is represented by
r, the case of Nf (n) = r suggests that the (n-1)-SS could have already had r available
subchannels and that the nth subchannel was occupied (xn = 0) which implies that
Nf (n   1) = r. On the other hand, the event that the nth subchannel was available,
i.e. (xn = 1), suggests that the (n   1)-SS had (r   1) available subchannels hence
Nf (n   1) = r   1. Therefore, we develop the following mathematical model for the
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Figure 3.6: Channel availability and distributions of Nf (3) through Nf (8)
computation of P (Nf (n) = r):8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
P (Nf (n) = 0) = pn:P

Nf (n  1) = 0

P (Nf (n) = r) = pn:P

Nf (n  1) = r

+pn:P

Nf (n  1) = r   1

; 1  r < n
P (Nf (n) = n) = pn:P

Nf (n  1) = n  1

(3.5)
where pn probabilistically reects the arising of an available channel while adding the n
th
subchannel to the (n-1)-SS, whereas (1  pn) indicates the opposite.
Algorithm 3 is implemented to compute the distribution of Nf (n) using the recursive
model. It starts by compute the distribution of Nf (2) which contributes in nding the
distribution of Nf (3). Similarly, Nf (3) contributes in nding the distribution of Nf (4).
This process is repeated until Nf (n) is reached. In detail, the basic input of this algorithm
is a given set of subchannel free probabilities p1; p2; :::; pn (Line 1) whereas the output is a
set of discrete probabilities P1; P2; :::; Pn stored in a vector namedNf , where Pr = P (Nf =
r) r = 0; 1; :::; n (Line 18). Throughout the nested loop (Line 6-16), P (Nf (n) = r) is
being computed recursively according to equations 3.5 and stored in the matrix Pr. The
n-th row of this matrix is the array Nf which forms the exact availability distribution of
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Algorithm 3 Recursive computation of Nf (n) probability distribution
1: Input p1; p2; :::; pn
2: pi  (1  pi)
3: Pr  matrix of zeros of order (n ,n+1)
4: Pr(1; 1) p(1)
5: Pr(1; 0) p(1)
6: for i = 2 to n do
7: for r = 0 to i do
8: if r = 0 then
9: Pr(i; r) = p(i):P r(i  1; r)
10: else if 0 < r < n then
11: Pr(i; r) = p(i):P r(i  1; r   1) + p(i):P r(i  1; r)
12: else if r = n then
13: Pr(i; r) = p(i):P r(i  1; r   1)
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: Nf  Pr(n; :)
18: Output Nf
the spectrum (Line 17).
The leading order term of the running time of this algorithm arises in line 7 where a
nested loop is formed, i.e. outer loop in Line 6 and inner loop in Line 7, of sizes n   1
and n + 1 respectively generating
Pn
r=2 r + 2 = O(n2) steps to be executed. Hence, the
time complexity of this algorithm is given by T (n) = O(n2).
3.4.3 Hybrid Model
This technique is a merge between the Multi-Convolved and the recursive models for more
eciency. With the aid of Algorithm 4, this model consists of dividing the n-SS into k
subbands each composed of m subchannels. The Nf (m) distribution of each subband is
computed using the recursive technique. In details, the basic input of this algorithm is
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a given set of subchannel free probabilities p1; p2; :::; pn (Line 1) as well as parameters m
and k (Line 2) whereas the output is a set of discrete probabilities P1; P2; :::; Pn stored in
a vector named Nf , where Pr = P (Nf = r) (Line 19). The input probabilities are divided
into equal sets of smaller sizes depending on parameters k and m (Line 3). The exact
distribution of these sets are computed using Algorithm 3 (Line 5-7). Following equations
3.2, these distributions are then convolved together 2 at a time in a tree manner (refer to
gure 3.5) using the while loop in Line 9-18. The output of the convolution stage is the
exact distribution of the spectrum of interest (Line 19).
Since the time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(n2) for an input of n values, then using it
k times for an input of m values will generate a time complexity of T (n) = k:O(m2) =
O(k:m2). The complexity arising from the convolution is n2 operations. Therefore, the
total time complexity of Algorithm 4 is given by T (n) = O(k:m2 + n2).
3.5 Probabilistic Modeling of Channel Types Availability
Interference management is a challenging task in cognitive radio. Broadcasters in TV
bands are concerned that secondary users will cause excessive harmful interference to TV
reception, particularly in areas of weak signal reception. Measurements in TV frequency
bands reveal that the interference on a channel is mostly accumulated from co-channel and
adjacent channel interference [18]. To reduce the introduced adjacent interference to the
primary users, we propose a categorizing criteria to model subchannel availability based
on the occupancy of its adjacent subchannels. This approach can predict availability of
such subbands and hence allow transmissions with high power where less restrictions on
the power has to be applied.
Consider an interior available subchannel i within a n-SS i.e. 1 < i < n. This subchannel
has two neighbors i  1 and i+ 1. As illustrated in Figure 3.7, each adjacent subchannel
is either occupied or available giving rise to three types of subbands:
Type I subband: A subband whose central subchannel i is available and having an
occupied (i  1)st neighbor and an available subchannel as the (i+ 1)st neighbor, or vice
versa.
Type II subband: A subband whose central subchannel i is available and having both
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Algorithm 4 Hybrid Algorithm of Nf (n) Probability Distribution
1: Input p1; p2; :::; pn
2: Input parameters m and k
3: Divide the n-SS into k subbands each of m subchannels
4: Initialize matrix of Zeros Nf of order (m+1,k)
5: for j = 1 to k do
6: Compute Nf (:; j) using Algorithm 3
7: end for
8: l size(Nf ; 2)
9: while l > 1 do
10: Initialize matrix of zeros Temp of order

2size(Nf ; 1)  1; size(Nf ; 2)=2

11: Initialize h = 1
12: for t = 1 to size(Nf ; 2)=2 do
13: Temp(:; t) convolution ofNf (:; h) with Nf (:; h+ 1)
14: h h+ 2
15: end for
16: Nf  Temp
17: l size(Nf ; 2)
18: end while
19: Output Nf
the (i  1)st and the (i+ 1)st neighbors occupied.
Type III subband: A subband whose central subchannel i is available and having both
the (i  1)st and the (i+ 1)st neighbors available.
Following the above denitions, we employ the Hybrid model to compute the proba-
bility distribution of the number of available type-i subbands, P

Ni(n) = r

where
i = I; II; III. Since the availability probability of a type-i subband will depend on the
probability of three adjacent subchannels, changes will apply to the analytical model and
algorithm. In detail, the n-SS is divided into K subbands each composed of m subchan-
nels. We determine the Ni(m) distribution of each subband using the recursive technique,
then, these distributions are convolved to produce the Ni(n) distribution of the whole
spectrum. Let Ni(m) be the random variable that denotes the number of available type-
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Figure 3.7: Types of available subbands: (a) Type I, (b) Type II, (c) Type III
i subbands in the m-subband whose subchannel probabilities are p1; p2; :::; pm, possible
values of Ni(m) are 0; 1; :::;m  2. Similarly, let Ni(m  1) be the random variable which
denotes the number of available type-i subbands in the (m 1)-subband whose subchannel
probabilities are p1; p2; :::; pm 1, possible values of Ni(m  1) are 0; 1; :::;m  3. Also, let
the variable Xj denotes the status of the jth type-i subband i.e. available (Xj = 1) with
probability pi(m) or being occupied (Xj = 0) where:
8>>><>>>:
pI(m) = p(m 2)p(m 1)pm + p(m 2)p(m 1)pm
pII(m) = p(m 2)p(m 1)pm
pIII(m) = p(m 2)p(m 1)pm
(3.6)
Given a possible value where Ni(m) is represented by r, the case of Ni(m) = r where
0 < r < m   2 suggests two possible events. Either the (m   1)-SS had r available
type-i subbands (Ni(m   1) = r). Otherwise, the event that type-i subband occurred
while adding the mth subchannel suggests that the (m-1)-SS had r   1 available type-i
subbands implying (Ni(m   1) = r   1). Moreover, the event Ni(m) = 0 can occur
if and only if Ni(m   1) = 0. Finally, the event Ni(m) = m   2 can only arise from
Ni(m  1) = m  3. Therefore, we develop the following mathematical equations for the
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computation of P (Ni(m) = r):8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
P (Ni(m) = 0) = pi(m):P (Ni(m  1) = 0)
P (Ni(m) = r) = pi(m):P (Ni(m  1) = r)
+pi(m):P (Ni(m  1) = r   1); 0 < r < m  2
P (Ni(m) = m  2) = pi(m):P (Ni(m  1) = m  3)
(3.7)
Proof by Induction: Binomial Case Study for Type I:
In the m-SS of interest, we focus on the status of occupancy in the subchannels (m-2),
(m-1), and m. Each of these subchannels are either free or occupied, giving rise to 23 = 8
possibilities depicted in Figure 3.7.
Consider the case when all subchannels have equal availability probabilities, i.e. pi = p,
then NI(m) follows a Binomial 

(m   2); 2p2(1   p)

. We start by computing the
distribution of NI(3) which is given by:
P (NI(3) = 0) = 1  2p2(1  p)
P (NI(3) = 1) = 2p
2(1  p)
(3.8)
Therefore, NI(3) follows Binomial 

1; 2p2(1  p)

. NI(4) can be determined in terms
of NI(3) using the recursive relationship NI(4) = NI(3) + X4 as follows:
P (NI(4) = 0) =
h
1  2p2(1  p)
i
P (NI(4) = 1) = 2
h
1  2p2(1  p)
i
2p2(1  p)
P (NI(4) = 2) =
h
2p2(1  p)
i2 (3.9)
It is evident that NI(4) follows the Binomial

2; 2p2(1  p)

.
Suppose that 5  n  m   1 and the inductive hypothesis that NI(n)  Binomial
(n  2); 2p2(1  p)

is true. We prove that NI(n+ 1)  Binomial

(n  1); 2p2(1  p)

.
The Binomial distribution of NI(n) is given by:
P (NI(n) = 0) =
h
1  2p2(1  p)
i(n 2)
P (NI(n) = 1) =

n  2
1

2p2(1  p)
h
1  2p2(1  p)
i(n 3)
...
P (NI(n) = n  2) =
h
2p2(1  p)
i(n 2)
(3.10)
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Knowing that NI(n+1) = NI(n)+Xm where possible values of XI(n+1) = 0; 1; 2; :::; (n 
2); (n  1). The probabilities of each of these values are computed separately as follows:
P

NI(n+ 1) = 0

= P

NI(n) = 0
h
1  2p2(1  p)
i
=
h
1  2p2(1  p)
ih
1  2p2(1  p)
i(n 2)
=
h
1  2p2(1  p)
i(n 1) (3.11)
The case when 1  r  n  2, we have the following:
P

NI(n+ 1) = r

= P

NI(n) = r
h
1  2p2(1  p)
i
+ P

NI(n) = r   1
h
2p2(1  p)
i

n  2
r
h
2p2(1  p)
irh
1  2p2(1  p)
in 2 rh
2p2(1  p)
i
+

n  2
r   1
h
2p2(1  p)
ir 1h
1  2p2(1  p)
in 2 r+1h
2p2(1  p)
i
=
24n  2
r

+

n  2
r   1
35h2p2(1  p)irh1  2p2(1  p)i(n 1 r)
=

n  1
r
h
2p2(1  p)
irh
1  2p2(1  p)
in 1 r
(3.12)
Now the probability of having (n  1) Type I subbands is expressed as:
P

NI(n+ 1) = n  1

= P

NI(n) = n  2
h
2p2(1  p)
i
=
h
2p2(1  p)
i(n 1) (3.13)
From these probabilities, it is evident that NI(n+ 1)  Binomial

(n  1); 2p2(1  p)

.
The ultimate goal of this model is to nd the probability distribution of Ni(m) of each
m-subband. To do so, Algorithm 5 computes the distribution of Ni(3) which contributes
to nding the distribution of Ni(4), similarly Ni(4) contributes to nding the distribution
of Ni(5), we continue this process until we reach the Ni(m) distribution of each subband,
then, all these distributions are convolved to produce Ni(n) of the whole spectrum. In
details, the basic input of Algorithm 5 is a given set of subchannel free probabilities
p1; p2; :::; pn (Line 1) as well as parameters m and k (Line 2) whereas the output is
a set of discrete probabilities P1; P2; :::; P(n   2) stored in a vector named Ni, where
Pr = P (Ni = r) (Line 19). The input probabilities are divided into equal sets of smaller
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Algorithm 5 Hybrid computation of Ni(n)
1: Input p1; p2; :::; pn
2: Input parameters m and k
3: Divide the n-SS into k subbands of m subchannels
4: Initialize matrix of Zeros Ni of order (m-1,k)
5: for j = 1 to k do
6: Compute Ni(:; j) using Algorithm 3
7: end for
8: l size(Ni; 2)
9: while l > 1 do
10: Initialize matrix of zeros Temp of order (2size(Ni; 1)  1; size(Ni; 2)=2)
11: Initialize h = 1
12: for t = 1 to size(Ni; 2)=2 do
13: Temp(:; t) convolution of Ni(:; h) with Ni(:; h+ 1)
14: h h+ 2
15: end for
16: Ni  Temp
17: l size(Ni; 2)
18: end while
19: Output Ni
sizes depending on parameters k and m (Line 3). The exact distribution of these sets are
computed according to equations 3.12 using Algorithm 3 (Line 5-7). Following equations
3.2, these distributions are then convolved together 2 at a time in a tree manner (refer to
gure 3.5) using the while loop in Line 9-18. The output of the convolution stage is the
exact distribution of Ni in the spectrum of interest (Line 19).
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3.6 Summary
With the advent of high bandwidth multimedia applications and the growing demand
for ubiquitous information network access for mobile wireless devices, enhancing the e-
ciency of wireless spectrum utilization is essential for addressing the scarcity of available
transmission bandwidth. Given all analysis in this chapter, following an independent and
non-identical distribution (i.n.i.d) paradigm, we have illustrated accurate probabilistic
modeling of free and contiguous subchannels in a cognitive radio network. The com-
putation of the exact distribution of the total number of free subchannels (i.e., Nf ) is
prohibitively energy-intense and time-consuming. Hence, techniques and algorithms were
implemented for ecient computations. We label these approaches as multi-convolution
model, recursive model, and hybrid multi convolution-recursive model. In addition, we
present the analysis of contiguous sub-bands in characterizing three dierent types of free
subbands.
Chapter 4
Network Performance Analysis and
Potential Applications
4.1 Network Performance Analysis
Conventionally, the metrics of interests for performance evaluation of spectrum sensing
are mainly the Pfa, Pd, and computational complexity. The Pfa is often formulated for
the AWGN case since it would not be aected by the channel fading. The higher the
probability of detection, the better the primary users are protected. However, the lower
the probability of false alarm, the more chances the channel can be reused when it is
available and thus the higher the achievable throughput for the secondary network. In
this section, we evaluate these cognitive radio based sensing parameters and demonstrate
an approach to calculate the probability of detecting multi-subchannels simultaneously.
4.1.1 Detection Probabilities
We consider a multi-subchannel joint detection framework in which a technique takes
into account the detection of primary users across multiple subchannels. The detection
problem on the jth subchannel is illustrated as choosing between two hypotheses such
as: H0;n ("0"), denotes the absence of primary signals (spectrum hole) while H1;n ("1"),
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reects the presence of primary signals (occupied subchannel). In order to decide whether
the jth subchannel is available or not, the following hypotheses are tested:
H0;j : Rj =Wj
H1;j : Rj = HjSj +Wj ;
(4.1)
where Rj is the secondary received signal, Sj is the primary transmitted signal, Wj is
the received noise (AWGN normally distributed in the time domain with an average
time domain value of zero), and Hj is the channel gain between primary transmitter and
secondary receiver. Given j is the decision threshold of subchannel j, the subchannel
energies are computed over M samples of interest and the decision is made as follows:0@Yj , MX
s=1
jRj(s)j2
1A H1;jR
H0;j
j ; j = 1; 2; :::; n (4.2)
For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume the following [104]:
 Sj , Hj , and Wj are independent of each other.
 The random variables Wj are independent and normally distributed such as Wj 
CN (0; w2) where w2 is the noise power.
 Reliable channel estimation relies on some kind of exchange of information between
transmitter and receiver (feedback channel, pilot symbols, etc.). This might be
particularly dicult to establish in a cognitive radio environment since primary users
are not supposed to modify their transmission due to the existence of secondary
users. Therefore, a more realistic assessment is to take into account imperfect
channel knowledge, where the statistics of channel coecients are estimated by the
secondary users without the presence of information exchange with the primary
transmitters.
For a large number of samples M , central limit theorem [105] dictates that the statistics
are approximately normally distributed [106] under each hypothesis and therefore Yj 
N (E[Yj ]; V ar(Yj)) where:
E[Yj ] =
8<: Mw2; H0;jM(w2 + jHj j2); H1;j (4.3)
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and
V ar(Yj) =
8<: 2Mw4; H0;j2M(w2 + 2jHj j2)w2; H1;j (4.4)
Therefore, the probabilities of detection and false alarm in the jth subchannel associated
with (4.2) can be expressed as:
P
(j)
fa (j) = P (Yj > j jH0;j) = Q
0@j  Mw2
w2
p
2M
1A (4.5)
Similarly
P
(j)
d (j) = P (Yj > j jH1;j) = Q
24 j  M(w2 + jHj j2)
w
p
2M(w2 + 2jHj j2)
35 (4.6)
Where Q(:) is the complementary distribution function of the standard Gaussian, i.e.,
Q(x) = R1x exp  t22 dt.
For the multi-subchannel joint detection, we dene the following vectors using (4.6) and
(4.5) as follows:
 = [1; 2; :::; n]
T
Pfa() = [P
(1)
fa (1); P
(2)
fa (2); :::; P
(n)
fa (n)]
T
Pd() = [P
(1)
d (1); P
(2)
d (2); :::; P
(n)
d (n)]
T
(4.7)
One of the metrics to assess the performance of the proposed modeling is to compute the
probability of detecting r available subchannels simultaneously i.e. P (Nd = r) whereNd, a
discrete random variable, that denotes the number of detected available channels. In order
to do this, we rst compute P (Od = z) i.e. the probability of detecting z primary signals
(or z occupied subchannels) where Od is also a discrete random variable that represents
the number of detected occupied channels. Since we are following an independent and
non-identical distribution (i.n.i.d) paradigm which introduces combinatorial complexity,
we use the recursive computations to compute P (Nd = z) as follows:8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
P (Od(n) = 0) = P
(n)
d (n):P

Od(n  1) = 0

P (Od(n) = z) = P
(n)
d (n):P

Od(n  1) = z

+P
(n)
d (n):P

Od(n  1) = z   1

; 1  z < n
P (Od(n) = n) = P
(n)
d (n):P

Od(n  1) = n  1

(4.8)
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Detecting z occupied subchannels implies that r = n   z available subchannels are de-
tected. Hence, P (Nd = z) = 1  P (Od = r).
4.1.2 Aggregate Throughput and Interference
The aggregate opportunistic throughput of the CR system as well as the aggregate inter-
ference to the primary users can be dened respectively as [107]:
R() , rT [1 Pfa()] (4.9)
C() , cT [1 Pd()] (4.10)
In (4.9), vector r = [r1; r2; :::; rn]
T , where rj  0 denote the throughput achievable over
the jth subchannel which can be estimated using the Shannon capacity formula [108]
given Hj and Sj are known. In (4.10), vector c = [c1; c2; :::; cn]
T , where cj  0 represents
the associated interference cost with the primary user in the jth subchannel.
4.2 Simulation Results
In this section, we provide a comparative study of the proposed models for spectrum avail-
ability using existing real-time energy-sensed data obtained from extensive experimental
measurements as follows:
 Set 1: 20  1500MHz band with center frequency 770MHz inside an oce building
at Aachen (Latitude: 5047024:01" North and Longitude: 63047:42" East).
 Set 2: 1500  3000MHz band with center frequency 2250MHz on a rooftop location
in a residential area at Maastricht (Latitude: 5050023:34" North and Longitude:
543014:93" East).
 Set 3: 1240 1850MHz band on a rooftop of the 22 story IITRI Tower locater at the
35th South State Street roughly three miles south of the Chicago Loop, the business
center of the city.
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 Set 4: Microsoft spectrum data measured on the 6th of August 2013 over the band
108Mhz to 174Mhz on a roof top of a 6 story building at Seattle, USA (GPS position:
47.621571,-122.33808)1.
In detail, Set 1 and Set 2 of these measurements were carried over 8192 subchannels each
with a resolution bandwidth of 200 kHz and an average sweep time of 1.8 sec. For more
details about the set-up refer to [4]. More details about the experiment set up of Set 3
are found in [88]
Additionally, we propose 2 potential applications associated with the use of the modeling.
Application 2 features novel 2-Dimensional (time, frequency) modeling.
4.2.1 Experiment 1: Comparison with the State-of-the-Art
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of distribution results with existing models for Aachen, Germany
measurements during 7:00-8:00 am
1http://spectrum-observatory.cloudapp.net/Station/StationIndex?activeTab=stations
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In this scenario, we compare our proposed models against the existing ones in the State-
of-the-Art that follow the same i.n.i.d. classication. These models include the Poisson-
normal approximation [11] as well as the Camp-Paulson approximation in [95]. We
consider 50 subchannels (n = 50) from Set 1 which availability probabilities pi's, i 2
1; 2; 3; :::; 50, are computed and normalized over a period of 30 minutes. It is evident from
gure 4.1 that the proposed recursive model follows the conventional exact distribution
with a running time of 0.0004 second. Using the Chi-Square error criteria, the normal,
Camp-Paulson, and Poisson-normal approximation models achieve an accuracy of 0.2,
0.17, and 0.15 maximum error along with an algorithm running time of 0.006, 0.035 and
4.8 second(s) respectively. Authors in [11] claimed the eectiveness of the Poisson-normal
model for spectrum availability when compared to the inaccuracy of the normal approxi-
mation approach. However, due to the combinatorial complexity, this model is not only
inecient, but also, can only support small number of subchannels and therefore not an
eective model for wide bands where n is a large number. On the other hand, although
the Camp-Paulson model is more accurate model, yet it is less ecient than the Nor-
mal approximation since it requires more parameters to calculate. Table 4.1 illustrates
a comparison of the algorithms running time given the input n is varied. Unlike these
approximation methods, we have provided accurate modeling. Furthermore, supported
by the Central Limit Theorem [105], our results prove that as the number of subchannels
n increases, the accuracy error of the normal approximation tend to decrease (refer to
experiment 2).
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Table 4.1: Comparison of Algorithms running time (second) for an input (n)
Algorithm n = 32 n = 64 n = 256 n = 512
Conventional 482 2866 * *
M-conv (m = 4) 0.015 0.046 0.14 0.52
Recursive 0.0001 0.0005 0.002 0.015
Hybrid (m = 8) 0.0003 0.0006 0.001 0.006
Poisson-normal 3.18 9.7 3028 *
Camp-Paulson 0.012 0.098 0.81 1.93
* Not applicable due to the memory constraint
Similarly, we compare the proposed models with the work provided in [95,96]. Authors had
also proposed an approximation model based on Camp-Paulson approach. We consider
20 subchannels (n = 20) from Set 3 which availability probabilities pi's, i 2 1; 2; 3; :::; 20,
are computed and normalized over a period of 30 minutes. It is evident from Figure 4.2
that the Camp-Paulson model achieves an accuracy of 0.15 compared to the exact distri-
bution. However, the accuracy tend to decrease as the number of subchannels increases
whereas the complexity order is much higher compared to the proposed poisson-normal
approximation in [11].
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the exact/recursive distribution against Camp-Paulson model
proposed in [95,96]
Table 4.2 illustrates a comparison of the proposed models against the State-of-the-Art
models in terms of running time matrix as well as computation complexity. In practical
systems, some solutions may not be exact but may be able to provide a reasonably
accurate estimation in a much more time-ecient way. In this context, it is evident that
the proposed recursive and hybrid models are much quicker to run when compared against
the poisson-normal as well as the Camp-paulson model. However, the multi-convolved's
running time is similar to the aforementioned models. Note that all results presented in
this section are produced using a 32-bit system type machine that features Dual-core 2.10
GHz processor and 4GB of RAM. Moreover, the models proposed in the State-of-the-Art
have been reproduced by the author.
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Table 4.2: Simulation characteristics
Scenario algorithm comp time comp complexity
(sec) (add&multi)
64-spectrum conventional * 1:1 e+21
multi-conv 0.34 24:6 e+3
recursive 3 e 4 6:2 e+3
hybrid 1 e 5 4:8 e+3
poisson-normal 0.22 16:3 e+3
camp-paulson 0.19 12:9 e+3
256-spectrum conventional * 2:9 e+79
multi-conv 1.56 98:6 e+3
recursive 0.03 72:7 e+3
hybrid 2 e 3 69:5 e+3
poisson-normal 1.73 108:2 e+3
camp-paulson 2.31 123:5 e+3
512-spectrum conventional * 6:8 e+156
multi-conv 3.24 402:3 e+3
recursive 0.06 393:8 e+3
hybrid 0.01 271:1 e+3
poisson-normal 3.55 456:9 e+3
camp-paulson 5.02 570 e+3
* Not applicable due to the memory constraint
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Figure 4.3: 64-spectrum channel availability modeling
4.2.2 Experiment 2: Comparison of the Proposed Models
Beta 1: 64-Channel Spectrum Modeling
Consider a spectrum of 64 channels (n = 64) where channel availability probabilities
are generated using Beta(0:5; 0:5) distribution (dened in 2.2.2). Figure 4.3 shows the
beta output and further include the distribution of Nf (64) using the proposed techniques,
its normal approximation as well as the distributions of NI(64), NII(64), and NIII(64).
The multi-convolution and hybrid models were congured to run with the parameters
k = 8 and m = 8 to keep the time complexity low and target ultimate eciency. The
overlapping of the Nf distributions using the proposed models conrm accuracy and
further suggest a mean of 27 available channels compared to an approximate mean of 13, 8
and 5 for the distribution of NI , NII , and, NIII available type channels respectively which
validates the accuracy of channel type distribution as Nf  NI +NII +NIII considering
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the availability of the two channels in the spectrum edges. The normal approximation
achieves an accuracy of 0.16 maximum error when compared to the exact distribution.
Beta 2: 256-Channel Spectrum Modeling
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Figure 4.4: 256-spectrum channel availability modeling
Consider a spectrum of 256 channels (n = 256) where channel availability probabilities
are generated using Beta(0:5; 0:7) distribution (dened in 2.2.2). Figure 4.4 illustrates
the distribution of Nf (256) using the proposed techniques, its normal approximation as
well as the distributions of NI(256), NII(256), and, NIII(256). The multi-convolution
and hybrid models were congured to run with the parameters k = 32 and m = 8 to
keep the time complexity low and target ultimate eciency. The normal approximation
achieves an accuracy of 0.11 maximum error when compared to the exact distribution.
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Real data 1: 512-Channel Spectrum Modeling
Next, we compare our proposed models in terms of accuracy and eciency using real
measured data. We consider a set of 512 subchannels (n = 512) from Set 1. The pi's,
i 2 f1; 2; :::; ng, are computed and normalized over a period of 30 minutes (i.e., 1000 time
sweeps). Figure 4.5 illustrates the dynamical spectral occupancy of the spectrum as well
as the distributions of Nf , NI , NII , NIII , and the normal approximation. In order to
keep the time complexity low and target ultimate eciency, the multi-convolution and
hybrid models were congured to run with parameters m = 8 and k = 64. It is evident
that the proposed models achieve 100% accuracy when compared to the conventional
exact distribution. On the other hand, the normal approximation achieves an accuracy
of 8:10 2 maximum error.
Real data 2: 1024-Channel Spectrum Modeling
Similarly, We consider a set of 1024 subchannels (n = 1024) from Set 2. The pi's,
i 2 f1; 2; :::; ng, are computed and normalized over a period of 30 minutes (i.e., 1000 time
sweeps). Figure 4.6 illustrates the dynamical spectral occupancy of the spectrum as well
as the distributions of Nf , NI , NII , NIII , and the normal approximation. In order to
keep the time complexity low and target ultimate eciency, the multi-convolution and
hybrid models were congured to run with parameters m = 8 and k = 128. It is evident
that the proposed models achieve 100% accuracy when compared to the conventional
exact distribution. On the other hand, the normal approximation achieves an accuracy
of 1:10 2 maximum error.
4.2.3 Performance Analysis
In order to assess the eciency of the proposed algorithms, we refer to algorithm's time
complexity and running time as evaluation metrics. Figure 4.8 illustrates the time com-
plexity whereas gure 4.7 depicts the running time of the proposed algorithms (parameters
k and m are varied). It is evident how the computational complexity of the proposed mod-
els is signicantly lower than the conventional one. It is also clear that the hybrid model is
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the most ecient especially when running with parameters (m =8, k = n=m). It has been
observed for both Multi-convolved and the Recursive algorithms that as we try to lower
the m parameter, i.e., m = 2, the convolution complexity dominates as the number of
PMFs to be convolved increases. Vice versa, when m is a large number, i.e., m = 16 with
respect of the Multi-convolved algorithm, the combinatorial complexity tends to dominate
and, consequently, the eciency decreases tremendously. Yet, this case has no eects on
the Hybrid algorithm as both recursive and convolution complexity functions share simi-
lar growth rate. Targeting ultimate eciency, the ideal selection of the m parameter for
both Multi-convolved and Hybrid model is either 4 or 8. Furthermore, as demonstrated
in gure 4.7, this optimal selection is independent of the number of subchannels n.
In order to evaluate the eect of the threshold uncertainty factor on the modeling
approach proposed in this experiment, we have obtained the receiver operating charac-
teristic (ROC) curves through computer simulations (refer to Figure 4.9). In details, the
communication channel is generated according to the WINNER channel model under B2
outdoor scenario. The threshold settings are based on the assumed/estimated noise power
while the real noise power varies with each Monte Carlo realization (10,000 realizations
in total) by a certain degree depending on the uncertainty factor [109]. Furthermore, we
have presented the eect of the sample size (M) constraint given energy detection was
used in this experiment.
It can be observed that the performance of the availability modeling is considerably
dependent on the noise uncertainty factor. This is due to the fact that the performance
of the energy detection used prior to the modeling is a function of the uncertainty fac-
tor. Regardless of any employed technique to monitor the primary users activity, any
error made through inaccurate decision-making at the sensing device will have a direct
eect on the modeling algorithm. Further limitations of this data have been analyzed
in [4] [110] [75]. Moreover, it has been proven in [111] that increasing the observation
length M does not aect the performance of the energy detection scheme when the exact
noise power is not known.
Additionally, we investigate the error propagated to the modeling stage through in-
accurate threshold level decision at the sensing device. Figure 4.10 depicts 4 dierent
evaluations of this criteria on 32 channels from Set 3. Each channel has a bandwidth
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of 6 MHz. The actual distribution depicts sensed measurements at a threshold level, i.e.
a =  60dB, while ensuring meeting a requirement of 10% Pfa. This threshold setting
has then been shifted up and down by 10 dB and led to new sets of energy measurements
across the 32 channels. The channels probability availabilities are normalized and com-
puted based on the sensed measurements. Similarly, following the multi-channel detection
scheme and the i.n.i.d. paradigm, 2 scenarios are considered where a random error has
been introduced to each channel's threshold level. Simulations show a considerable error
when threshold sensing level is simply translated up and down. The number of available
channels has changed dramatically. However, a marginal level of accuracy is secured when
the error is scattered gently up and down across the channels.
4.3 Applications
4.3.1 Application 1: Assessment of Service Success
As a simplied application, we consider the framework where an upper layer CR appli-
cation is inquiring the physical layer about current spectrum availability and making a
request to access a dened number of available channels. In a pragmatic scenario, this
request is also associated with an expectation of a certain level of QoS to be ensured by
the physical layer. However, even if we assume a best case scenario of excellent channel
state (no fading) and no interference on all available channels, we can have a rst coarse
estimation about the possibility of providing the service to the CR application. Hence,
prior to establishing other credentials that will ensure desired QoS, as a rst step this
application will rely on a binary decision from our proposed modeling stage to determine
whether the request can be met or not. In detail, the modeling stage refers to the database
of historical availability of the spectrum and investigates the success in nding the re-
quested number of channels (initially assumed to be ideal channels), then determines if
the probability of meeting the request is above a threshold . If P (Nf  r) > , modeling
will return 1 (Yes) to the application and only then: more energy-intensive processing for
spectrum sensing, evaluation of channel state information, estimation of the interference
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levels to be experienced on each subchannel, etc., are performed to determine if the QoS
on these channels will be acceptable or not. Otherwise, it will return 0 (No).
As an experiment, we consider a set of 64 TV channels (n = 64) from Set 4. We examine
a request of 2 LTE carriers (appx. 6 TV channels) at 6:05pm made by the upper layer
CR application and investigate the success of meeting this request. We collect and com-
pute the set of pi's , i 2 f1; 2; :::; ng, based on a threshold of -40dBm over 4 successive
days at the same given time and average them. Figure 4.11 displays the complimentary
cumulative distribution (CCDF) of Nf (the probability of nding r or more available
channels) in the modeling stage as well as the probability of detecting these channels in
the sensing stage at 3 dierent times. Assuming  = 0:6, the modeling stage suggests that
the request cannot be met at 6:05 pm since P (Nf  6) = 0:3 < . This prediction is eval-
uated against a detection probability of P (Nd  6) = 0:1. Alternatively, based on 80%
chance that 6 or more channels are available, the modeling stage advise the application
to wait and recommend 6:10 pm as a substitute time to proceed for spectrum sensing.
This prediction is evaluated against 70% chance of detecting 6 or more available channels
at the sensing stage. It is evident in this case that a signicant amount of energy is saved
by avoiding unnecessary sensing.
4.3.2 Application 2: Database-Assisted Distributed Spectrum Sharing
We consider an infrastructure-based white-space network where multiple access points
(APs) are operating on white spaces. Such infrastructure-based architecture has been
adopted in IEEE 802.22 standard [112] and Microsoft Redmond campus white-space
networking experiment [13]. Each AP is managing a set of TV channels at a specic
geolocation and updates the database of its location and transmission power via wire-line
connections. The database in return sends back the occupancy status of the requested
TV channels set. An AP must choose one feasible channel to serve the secondary users
within its transmission range. Similarly, each SU is expected to associate with one AP.
Challenges in such infrastructure include:
1) When APs are non-cooperative (belong to dierent network operators), an SU should
decide on the best AP/network prole to associate with.
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2) In a cooperative model, when an AP is overloaded, SU may improve its throughput by
moving and associating with a less congested AP owned by the same network.
Therefore, modeling the channels availability at each AP will optimize the selection pro-
le for the SU and further maximize the system-wide throughput. Moreover, by applying
time-series modeling, SU will be able to make a decision based on the availability at the
time of request as well as on future availability predictions.
Similarly, we consider a simplied scenario where a white-space wireless system consists
of 4 APs scattered across a 2500 m2 area. We assume that each AP has high processing
capability and large energy resources and that all APs are transmitting at the same power
where AP1/AP4 and AP2/AP3 belong to two dierent network operators. Each AP is
managing a set of n = 16 TV channels where the occupancy is determined by consulting
the geolocation database. The database can establish whether a channel is idle or not by
performing spectrum sensing measurements or otherwise by computing the availability
using RF propagation models [13]. To assess this scenario, we use real time occupancy
data2 conducted by Microsoft on the 6th of August 2013 over the band 108Mhz to 174Mhz
on a roof top of a 6 story building at Seattle, USA (GPS position: 47.621571,-122.33808).
Figure 4.12 illustrates the modeling of the channels availability when requested by a
secondary user at time t. It also show the future prediction of the availability at t + 1
by applying Fuzzy time series modeling [113] based on the historical 10 time slots. The
t+1 prediction is compared against the actual occupancy featuring 10% maximum error.
Hence, by applying 2D modeling, the SU can decide wisely on which AP to associate with.
The predictions could also be extended to feature the availability at time = t + 2; t + 3,
etc., (refer to next scenario). It is evident from the gure that the best AP prole to be
selected by the SU will be AP2 and AP3 with a peak of 58% and 39% chance of 12 and
10 available channels respectively. However, if the SU is already connected with AP4,
he can increase his data rates by moving and associating with another cooperative AP
within the same network provider which in this case is AP1 (less congested).
Additionally, we consider another scenario where 2 APs are scattered across an area of a
length of 400 m. Each AP is managing a set of 64 TV channels, and operates with a specic
transmission power based on its coverage and primary user protection requirements. Each
2http://spectrum-observatory.cloudapp.net/Station/StationIndex?activeTab=stations
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AP can acquire information about vacant channels (channels occupancy) at its location
from the geolocation database. The bandwidth of each channel is 6MHz, the noise power
isWn =  60 dBm. The average data rate of a secondary user decreases when the number
of contending users increase. To improve the data rate, the secondary user can choose
to move to another AP with less users. When working cooperatively, for example, the
case of APs deployed in a university campus. APs can coordinate together to maximize
the entire campus network throughput where they adopt a random back-o mechanism
to resolve channel contention. For instance, in this scenario, we predict the availability of
type-III subband based on 10 historical observations (Type-III is a subband whose central
channel i is available and having both the (i  1)st and the (i+ 1)st neighbors available).
Each observation represents 1 minute of computed and normalized probabilities of 60
time sweeps over the 64 channels. We also use the Fuzzy model [113] to predict the time
series at time t, t+ 1 and t+ 2 which corresponds to the 11th, 12th and 13th observation
respectively then compare them against the actual occupancy. Each ith prediction is
estimated based on the (i-1)th prediction rather than the actual. It is evident from gure
4.13 that AP1 has more available channels as well as type-III subbands, i.e. A mode of
6 subbands with 42% availability at AP1 compared to a mode of 3 subbands with 48%
availability predicted at t+2. When both APs are cooperative, SUs can associate directly
with AP1 to maximize the network throughput. Additionally, the allowable transmission
power on a free channel can be adjusted based on the occupancy of its adjacent channel.
Therefore, since both adjacent channels are free in this case, AP1 and AP2 can support
a larger number of transmissions with higher power if we ignore other factors that aect
the transmission power. The prioritized allocation of these subband types to SUs can be
implemented in such a way that a high priority SU is allocated a subband with higher
transmission power when compared to a low priority SU. For instance, in the case of
a high priority SU requesting one LTE carrier (approximately 3 TV channels where 1
broadcast channel is 6Mhz in the USA), AP1 is more suitable to assist and allocate 1
type-III subband to the SU than AP2 based on future availability of these subbands. On
the other hand, when APs are owned by dierent network operators, here each AP is
generally selsh and only concerns about its own throughput maximization. Formally,
the SU need to determine the optimal AP to associate with in such a way its data rate
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is maximized. As demonstrated, modeling of channel availability at each AP as well as
future availability prediction can facilitate this task for SUs.
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4.4 Summary
Comparison of results using approximation error as the evaluation criterion as well as
time complexity and running time prove the ecacy of our proposed models for spectrum
availability. Furthermore, it exhibits the ineciency of the conventional computation
and other approaches such as the Normal, the Poisson-Normal, and Camp-Paulson ap-
proximations presented in the existing research work. Moreover, probabilistic analysis of
network performance has been presented. A novel approach to calculate the probability
of detecting multiple channels simultaneously is derived. In addition, the accuracy and
eciency of our proposed models are evaluated and compared against the ones proposed
in the state-of-art. 2 associated applications are presented, one of which features novel 2
dimensional (time, frequency) future availability predictions.
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Figure 4.5: Dynamic spectral occupancy in a spectrum of 512 subchannels for 30 minutes
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Figure 4.6: Dynamic spectral occupancy in a spectrum of 1024 subchannels for 30 minutes
accompanied by the availability distributions
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Figure 4.10: The eects of threshold level decision at the modeling stage
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Summary of Insights
With the advent of high bandwidth multimedia applications and the growing demand
for ubiquitous information network access for mobile wireless devices, enhancing the e-
ciency of wireless spectrum utilization is essential for addressing the scarcity of available
transmission bandwidth. The development of the DSA/CR technology can signicantly
benet from accurate and practical spectrum usage models. The purpose of such mod-
els is to provide a tractable, yet realistic representation of the statistical properties of
spectrum usage in real systems that can adequately be employed in analytical studies or
implemented in simulation tools for the performance evaluation of DSA/CR techniques.
In this context, we presented the following:
In Chapter 2, we have conducted probabilistic analysis of free and contiguous subchannels
in the cognitive radio network. The critical entity in our analysis is the distribution of
total number of free subchannels. As we have shown, the computation of the exact distri-
bution of Nf is prohibitively time-consuming and thus accurate and ecient techniques
were presented. We labeled these novel approaches as multi-convolution, recursive, and
hybrid convolution-recursive models. In addition, we focused on the analysis of a free
subband, characterizing three dierent types. We developed and illustrated algorithms
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for the computation of the fore-mentioned distributions.
Subsequently, in Chapter 3, a multi-subchannel joint detection framework in which a
technique takes into account the detection of primary users across multiple subchannels
is considered. A novel approach to compute the probability of detecting simultaneously
multi-subchannels is demonstrated. Furthermore, the accuracy and eciency of our pro-
posed models are evaluated and compared against the ones proposed in the state-of-art.
Finally, 2 associated applications are presented, one of which features novel 2-dimensional
(time, frequency) future availability prediction.
5.2 Future Work
This thesis has presented novel availability models under the i.n.i.d. paradigm. Some
points to broaden the scope as well as make the work more practical are discussed in this
section.
5.2.1 Limitations of the Energy Measurements
The thesis address partially the issue of the limitations of energy measurements as an input
for the modeling stage, concerns such as propagated error and impact of the number
of sensing samples M were covered. For further experimental verication, one has to
understand and report the role of energy threshold level and selection. This is a very
tricky issue as it is not only the level of selected threshold, but the whole pattern that
aects the measurements. For instance, the noise at receiver chain needs to be considered,
and one would need to understand if the measurement data is biased. The threshold itself
thus is not a free parameter as setting it too low would aect the statistics through the
noise sensitivity of the equipment. Equally, setting it too high leads to known problems
in the primary detection statistics. Moreover the spectral and time resolution itself has
possible eects that should be discussed.
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5.2.2 Utility of the RF Propagation Models
While the ruling of the FCC provides broad guidelines for the database, some specics of
its design, features, implementation, and use are yet to be determined. Published work
claim that a database-driven white space network can determine white spaces more eec-
tively using sophisticated signal propagation modeling as opposed to spectrum sensing.
Given parameters such as transmitter's location, transmit power, antenna directionality,
etc., these RF propagation models, such as Free Space, Egli, L-R with/without terrain,
can estimate the received signal strength indication (RSSI) at any given location [13] and
references therein. The proposed availability models could benet from this approach
and not having to rely solely on spectrum measurement. Unfortunately, we were not able
to nd some of this data throughout this work but it would be interesting to investigate
its use for the modeling and compare the performance against the usage of measurement
data. Also, take into consideration the propagated error from false positive rate (Loss of
white spaces) and the computational complexity of the RF models.
5.2.3 Mobility
Every white space device primarily relies on the database to determine the white space
availability. Hence, this results in a delay in the device learning about changes in spectrum
availability. Either the device will have to poll the database, or the database will have to
push updates to the device. This problem becomes worse when the devices are mobile.
If mobile, the device could have traveled some distance between the time it receives two
subsequent spectrum updates. Future work can accommodate this issue and consider
adding protection range of the distance to learn further about determining white spaces.
5.2.4 Applications QoS
Although the proposed applications give an insight of the utility of availability modeling,
QoS factors such as coverage area as well as transmit power should be considered. For
example, the worse case down-link throughput at the boundary of the APs coverage area
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can be computed according to the physical interference model [114,115] as follows:
Un(a) = B log2
0@1 + Pn=din
wnan +
Pn
i=1 Pi=d

in
1A (5.1)
Where  is the path loss factor, B is the channel bandwidth, dn denotes the radius of the
coverage area of the AP of interest, and din denotes the distance between the AP and
the benchmark location at the boundary of the coverage area of AP. Furthermore, wnan
depicts the background noise power including the interference from incumbent users on
the channel an, and
Pn
i=1 Pi=d

in represents the accumulated interference from other APs
that choose the same channel an.
On the other hand, following the conventions in IEEE 802.22 standard [112] and Microsoft
Redmond campus white-space networking experiment [13, 115], each AP can select one
vacant channel to operate on in order to avoid interference with other APs. How does this
feature aect the modeling stage and what happens when each AP can select multiple
channels to operate on?
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